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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Thesis rationale 

Iron-oxide-copper-gold (IOCG) deposits form major mineral reserves in many 

continents. These deposits are recognized in both Proterozoic and Phanerozoic terrains 

and they share many common characteristics, including extensive sodic alteration, close 

spatial and temporal igneous rock association, and prominent structural controls (e.g. 

Williams et. al., 2005). In Australia, IOCG deposits form important sources for copper 

and gold and to a lesser extent magnetite and/or hematite, with Olympic Dam and 

Ernest Henry being the first and third largest copper producers in Australia, and many 

smaller deposits in the Cloncurry District of the Mount Isa Block (e.g. Osborne, 

Selwyn)  being significant producers.  

 

The origin of IOCG deposits is contentious. The main uncertainty in genetic models for 

this ore type relate to the provenance of the fluids and their solutes, in particular 

whether the metal and/or sulphur budgets of the deposits primarily relate to volatile 

release from magma intrusions (Perring et. al., 2000; Pollard, 2000; Mark et. al., 

2004a&b; Pollard, 2006), or to circulation of basinal fluids (Barton and Johnson, 1996; 

Haynes, 2000), or both. In parallel with uncertainties about the source and transport 

aspects of mineralization, there is uncertainty about specific ore deposition 

mechanisms, regarding the relative roles of fluid processes (e.g. mixing, P-T changes, 

phase separation) versus fluid-rock interaction (oxidation, sulphidation, alkali 

metasomatism).  

 

The ongoing controversies regarding the genesis of IOCG deposits demand more 

research in such terrains. Previous studies in many IOCG districts have focused mostly 
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on the deposits rather than the proposed potential fluid source regions (intrusions and 

evaporites). Comparative studies of the ore deposits and potential source regions are 

very few (Baker et. al., 2008). The Cloncurry District in the Eastern Fold Belt of the 

Mount Isa Inlier in northwest Queensland (Williams and Skirrow, 2000; Williams et. 

al., 2005) contains a diverse group of Australia’s major IOCG deposits with well 

exposed and well described geology. These deposits commonly occur as breccias, veins 

or as massive bodies with spatially and temporally associated igneous intrusions and 

well exposed alteration patterns, which provides an ideal location for IOCG provenance 

study.  

 

While the deposits around the world share many common characteristics, there is also 

considerable variation commonly in age, wall rocks and structural controls between 

different deposits within single IOCG terrains (Hitzman et. al., 1992; Adshead-Bell, 

1998; Baker and Laing, 1998; Mark et. al., 2000), which some researchers have equated 

with complex ore genesis mechanisms and metal sources (Barton and Johnson, 2000 & 

2004; Haynes, 2000). The younger intrusions of the Williams and Naraku batholiths are 

considered as the source for ore fluids in Cloncurry (Laing, 1998; Wyborn, 1998; 

Pollard, 2001) and the Saxby and Mt. Angelay Igneous Complexes form a major part of 

this batholith. These intrusions range in age from 1530-1500 Ma (Page and Sun, 1998), 

which is similar to the age of most of the Cu-Au deposits (Perkins and Wyborn, 1998; 

Baker et. al., 2001; Wang and Williams, 2001; Mark et. al., 2006a). In addition to age 

constraints and spatial association, a magmatic contribution to IOCG deposits is evident 

from abundant stable and radiogenic data from the deposits, which are consistent with 

magmatic origin for some deposits (Rotherham et. al., 1998; Mark et. al., 2000; Baker 

et. al., 2001; Williams and Pollard, 2003). However, geochronology of ore and 
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alteration assemblages at the Osborne deposit (the second largest copper producer after 

Ernest Henry in the last decade) indicates the formation of this deposit at around 50 

m.y. before the intrusive activity and the formation of other deposits in the district. This 

suggests that the Osborne deposit may have originated from processes other than 

magmatism (Gauthier et. al., 2001). Furthermore, Williams (1994) and Oliver et. al., 

(2004) recognized that widespread leaching of country rocks by saline magmatic fluids 

during albitization may have indirectly contributed to the metal budget of IOCGs of the 

district by transfer of some future ore-forming ingredients such as iron, potassium, and 

possibly rare earths (Mark et. al., 2006b) and copper (Oliver et. al., 2008). Our current 

understanding suggests multiple phases of IOCG genesis and several different fluid and 

mass sources at different times (Oliver et. al., 2008), but the specific role of temporally 

related intrusions in deposits has remained unclear. 

   

1.2. Thesis aims 

The aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of fluid processes in 

intrusions associated with IOCG deposits. In this thesis, the 1530-1500 Ma Cloncurry 

intrusions were researched by field observations, petrographic studies, whole rock 

geochemical analyses and halogen mineral chemistry, as well as halogen and elemental 

ratios from microthermometric, PIXE and LA-ICP-MS fluid inclusion studies in order 

to provide information on relationship between fluids from intrusions and IOCG 

deposits. The use of various bulk and micro-analytical techniques on fluid inclusions, 

individual minerals and whole rocks from a single set of igneous samples has also been 

directed towards an understanding of the relationship of magmatic differentiation, 

mingling and fractional crystallization to the release of late-stage fluids from 
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crystallizing plutons. Relative to the different methods used, the aims can be subdivided 

into: 

1. Field studies to understand the field relations of the Saxby and Mt. Angelay 

Igneous Complexes and to unravel aspects of intrusion emplacement, crystallization, 

fluid release histories, rock type distribution and contact aureole extent;  

2. Detailed petrography to distinguish various rock types, distribution and 

abundance of minerals and textures, and magmatic and sub-solidus hydrothermal 

processes;  

3. Whole rock geochemical studies to identify key differences and characteristics 

of various intrusive rocks of the Saxby and Mt. Angelay Igneous Complexes and the 

role of various magmatic and non-magmatic processes in their crystallization; 

4. Microprobe analyses of minerals from various intrusions to reveal their exact 

chemistry and in particular, the variations in halogen compositions with rock type to 

track the evolution of magma and fluid chemistry;  

5. Petrographic and microthermometric study of fluid inclusions from igneous and 

hydrothermal quartz to understand the various fluid events associated with 

emplacement of Cloncurry intrusions; and 

6. Micro-analytical techniques using proton induced x-ray emission (PIXE) and 

laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) to identify 

the metal and element abundance of individual fluid inclusions and their sources. 
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1.3. Thesis structure  

The thesis is subdivided into 8 chapters. The structure of the thesis and contents of each 

chapter are outlined below:  

 

Chapter: 1-Introduction 

In chapter 1 the rationale for the thesis is discussed, and the aims, objectives, methods 

and a chapter summary are outlined. The chapter concludes with a review of literature 

pertinent to the study with overviews of world-wide and Cloncurry IOCG deposits, Mt. 

Isa Inlier and Eastern Fold Belt, regional geology of Cloncurry district, and previous 

studies on Cloncurry intrusions and widespread alteration zones.    

 

Chapter: 2-Field Relationships 

Chapter 2 focuses on the geology and field relations in and around the Saxby (SIC) and 

Mt. Angelay (MAIC) Igneous Complexes. In particular, the chapter presents regional 

maps and descriptions of mafic, felsic and intermediate intrusions, with detailed maps 

of magma mixing/mingling zones. The variations in igneous intrusions and their 

contact relationships with country rocks, magmatic-hydrothermal transition zones and 

late igneous phases are also discussed.  

 

Chapter 3: Petrography 

In chapter 3 petrographic characteristics of selected rock types from the SIC and MAIC 

are described. The chapter presents detailed descriptions of various minerals and their 

abundances, and igneous and alteration textures, with implications for their origin.   
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Chapter: 4-Whole rock geochemistry 

In chapter 4 major and trace element chemistry of various intrusive rocks are presented. 

The whole rock compositions were determined through quantitative X-ray Fluorescence 

Spectrometry (XRF) and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

analyses. The analyses were conducted on various samples that represent 

volumetrically abundant rock types in each igneous complex as well as the complete 

compositional spectrum. The chapter summarizes previous work on Cloncurry intrusion 

geochemistry, the relationship between lithological subdivisions of the SIC and MAIC, 

effects of alteration on igneous geochemistry patterns, and the role of various magmatic 

processes including fractionation, magma mixing and mingling processes during 

crystallization, and magmatic-hydrothermal fluid release with implications for magma 

source regions.  

 

Chapter: 5-Halogen chemistry of Cloncurry intrusions 

Chapter 5 describes the mineral chemistry of various intrusive suites of the SIC and 

MAIC. In particular, the chapter focuses on the chemistry of hydrous minerals 

including biotite, hornblende and apatite, with specific estimates of halogen (F and Cl) 

abundances, ratios and calculated halogen activities of minerals, magmas and aqueous 

hydrothermal fluids. The chapter also gives some background information regarding 

halogen substitution in minerals, and previous studies on mineral chemistry from 

Cloncurry intrusions.  

 

Chapter: 6-Fluid chemistry and evolution of Cloncurry intrusions 

This chapter particularly focuses on the classification of fluid inclusion types from 

quartz in the intrusions of the SIC and MAIC, and their temperature, pressure and 
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density estimations through the study of the inclusion paragenesis and 

microthermometric analysis. The petrographic study of selected rock types identifies 

multiple populations of fluid inclusions and their inter-relationships, and 

microthermometry describes their approximate compositions and trapping conditions. 

The chapter also gives some background information about the previous fluid inclusion 

studies in the district. 

 

Chapter: 7-Micro-analytical studies of Fluid inclusions  

This chapter describes the chemistry and metal content of primary and secondary fluid 

inclusions from the SIC and MAIC through Proton-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) 

and Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) 

micro-analyses in detail. The chapter presents some implications for the connection 

between intrusions and some Cloncurry IOCG deposits specifically through fluid 

inclusion halogen studies.   

 

Chapter: 8-Discussion 

Chapter 8 includes comparison and discussion of results from field-, petrographic-, 

mineral chemical and geochemical studies, and fluid inclusions. The chapter relates 

changes in magma composition to the evolution of Saxby and Mt. Angelay Igneous 

Complexes. The different inferred modes of volatile release from the intrusions are 

used to provide an improved model for IOCG formation.   

 

Chapter: 9-Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter summarizes and highlights the major findings of the research project with 

suggestions for future work. 
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1.4. Literature review 

1.4.1. IOCG issues on a global basis 

The name Iron-Oxide-Copper-Gold (IOCG) deposits has been applied to mineral 

deposits containing abundant iron oxides and lesser copper-and iron sulphides, with 

gold. The term IOCG deposit (Hitzman et. al., 1992) came into general use (e.g. Porter, 

2000) after the discovery of Olympic Dam deposit in South Australia, one of the 

world’s largest ore deposits. IOCG deposits are widely distributed in space and time. 

They occur in all continents and range in age from the Late Archean to the present, 

Many of these deposits are hosted in Precambrian terrains, where the tectonic setting 

during ore formation is unclear or controversial (Williams et. al., 2005). Table 1.1 

summarizes the characteristics of major IOCG provinces around the world. The source 

of ore fluids in IOCG deposits is still a subject of debate, but most investigators agree 

that they may be formed from a magmatic source (Meyer, 1988; Sillitoe, 2003; Pollard, 

2000 & 2006) or from an external brine source such as evaporites (Barton and Johnson, 

1996; Haynes, 2000). Geological, mineralogical, chemical and fluid inclusion data, as 

well as stable isotopes of O, H, and S have been used to support both the magmatic and 

the evaporitic hypothesis. Some isotopic and fluid inclusion studies on IOCG deposits 

support a model which promotes the mixing of magmatic and evaporitic fluids 

(Williams et. al., 2001; Kendrick et. al., 2007a; Baker et. al., 2008), but different 

researchers argue about the predominance of these sources. Even though there are 

various opinions about the source of the deposits, IOCG related hydrothermal systems 

share certain distinguishing features, in particular (Hitzman et. al., 1992; Barton & 

Johnson, 2004; Williams et. al., 2005):   
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1. Extensive alkali (potassic or sodic-potassic) rich alteration, 

2. Voluminous low-Ti magnetite and/or hematite, 

3. A distinctive element association (Cu, Au, Ag, REE, Co, F, Ba, Mo, Bi, Co ± U, P), 

4. Prominent structural control, and 

5. Hydrothermal vein, breccia and/or replacement ore styles (i.e. epigenetic). 

 

Most IOCG deposits show a close temporal and spatial association with igneous 

intrusions, but this association is not very strong, unlike for skarn or porphyry copper 

deposits. Although apparently dominated by granites, the igneous rock types range 

from felsic, variably alkalic (I-to A-type), granitoids to intermediate arc-related rocks to 

mafic intrusions. The common felsic intrusions seen related to IOCG deposits are 

mostly of magnetite series (Sillitoe, 1997). The largest Cu-Au deposits are broadly 

spatially associated with magmas of the intermediate to felsic compositions, and in 

many of these there is also a close temporal association with mafic intrusions. These 

mantle derived magmas may have played a role in the generation of the granitoid 

magmas by providing heat for partial melting in the lower crust (Creaser, 1996; Pollard 

et. al., 1998), and may also have been more directly involved with ore genesis (see 

Chapter 8) .   

 

1.4.1.1. Intrusions as fluids/metals and heat sources  

In addition to a temporal association between magmatism and mineralization, stable 

and radiogenic isotope evidence from many IOCG deposits indicates fluids and ore 

components were likely sourced from the intrusions (Pollard, 2000 & 2006). For 

example, in the Candelaria deposit of Northern Chile, oxygen, sulphur (Marschik and 

Fontboté, 2001), Re-Os (Mathur et. al., 2002) and lead isotopic data (Marschik et. al., 
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2003a) have indicated a major role of magmatic fluids in mineralization. Fluid 

inclusion studies from the Cloncurry District (Pollard, 2000; Perring et. al., 2000) have 

shown that CO2 is a major component in the fluids of IOCG deposits, and during the 

cooling history of a magma, the CO2-rich fluids separate at higher pressures, and this 

promotes the partitioning of H2O, Cl and metals to the fluid phase at lower pressure. 

These fluids while passing though the fault related structural traps, get mixed with 

fluids from other sources (Pollard, 2006) and may cause the formation of ore deposits. 

In all the IOCG provinces, major fault systems are observed and may have acted as 

fluid pathways at the time of granitoid emplacement and mineralization. The stable 

isotope data from Cu-Au provinces supports a major magmatic control on sodic (-

calcic) alteration (Bookstrom, 1977; Hildebrand, 1986; Menard, 1995; Arancibia & 

Clark, 1996; Perring et. al., 2000; Mark et. al., 2004a; Oliver et. al., 2004), and Pollard 

(2001) proposed that the fluids which cause this alteration are the results of unmixing 

of a highly saline magmatic fluid and its subsequent interaction with country rocks. 

 

Studies of granitoid rocks linked to deposits of different metal associations indicate that 

they have specific mineralogical and chemical features that correlate with the different 

associated deposit styles. The potential of those magmas to produce different styles of 

mineralization appears to be particularly controlled by oxidation state and degree of 

fractionation (e. g. Ishihara, 1981; Lehmann, 1990; Blevin and Chappell, 1992 & 

1995). The intrusions reported from IOCG terrains are granites and a range of mafic to 

intermediate varieties, which are generally potassium rich with A-type geochemical 

affinities (Wyborn et. al., 1988; Wyborn, 1998; Pollard et. al., 1998; Pollard, 2000; 

Mark, 1999 & 2001; Perring et. al., 2000; Mark et. al., 2005). Intrusive rocks associated 

with porphyry copper deposits commonly range from dioritic to 
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IOCG Province Carajas Eastern Gawler 

Craton 

Cloncurry Northern Chile 

Major Deposits Salobo, Sossego, 

Alemao, Cristalino 

Olympic Dam, 

Prominent Hill 

Ernest Henry La Candelaria, 

Manto Verde 

IOCG 

Mineralisation 

Styles 

Cu-Au, Ni-Cu & 

platinoids in 

mafic/ultramafic 

rocks 

Cu-Au, Au, Pb-

Zn-Ag 

Cu-Au, Broken 

Hill type Pb-Zn-

Ag, Co(-Cu), Au 

only deposits, Ni-

Cu in mafic rocks 

Cu-Au, Magnetite-

Apatite, Porphyry 

Cu-Au, 

Epithermal Au, 

Manto type Cu-Au 

Age of IOCG 

mineralization 

Archean Proterozoic Proterozoic Mesozoic 

IOCG 

Host Rocks 

Metavolcanics, 

pyroclasts, 

metasilicic clasts 

& carbonates 

Breccia complex 

within granite 

Metasedimentary 

rocks, breccia & 

meta volcanics 

Andesitic-basaltic 

lava & 

volcanoclastics 

Related 

Intrusives 

Estrela (tonalite to 

monzogranite) & 

Old Salobo 

(monzogranite) 

granites, mafic & 

ultramafic 

intrusives 

Hiltaba Suite 

(Roxby Downs 

subsuite-quartz 

monzodiorite to 

granite), mafic & 

ultramafic 

intrusives 

Eureka Supersuite 

(Diorite to 

monzogranite) & 

mafic intrusives 

Coastal Batholith 

(diorite to quartz 

monzonite & 

aplite) & mafic 

intrusives 

Age of Intrusives  

2573±2 Ma (Old 

Salobo granite) 

2763±7 Ma 

(Estrela granite) 

 

1588±4 Ma 

(Roxby Downs 

Granite) 

 

1500-1530 Ma 

97-119 Ma 

(Copiapo plutonic 

complex) 

~120-127 Ma 

(Sierra Dieciocho 

plutonic complex) 

Evaporites Not reported Not reported Mary Kathleen 

Group 

Chanarcillo Group 

Regional 

Alteration 

Sodic-calcic 

restricted 

Sodic-calcic 

restricted 

Sodic-calcic 

widespread 

Sodic-calcic 

widespread 

Major 

transcurrent 

fault systems 

Carajas fault WNW faults at 

Olympic dam 

Mt Dore and 

Cloncurry faults 

Atacama fault 

Tectonic Setting Continental 

margin arc? 

Intracontinental 

arc 

Intracontinental 

arc or distal back 

arc 

Continental 

margin arc 

References Holdsworth & 

Pinheiro 2000; 

Dardenne et. 

al.1988; Tallarico 

et. al.2005; 

Lindenmayer et. 

al.1994; Machado 

et. al.1991; Barros 

et. al.1997, 2001; 

Requia et. al.2003; 

Marschik et. al., 

2003c; Soares et. 

al.2001. 

 

Ferris et. al.,2002; 

Budd et. al., 1998; 

Reeve et. al., 

1990; McLean & 

Betts 2003; 

Creaser 1996; 

Creaser & Cooper 

1993; Johnson & 

Cross 1995. 

 

Adshead, 1995 & 

1996; Baker, 1996 

& 1998; Perkins & 

Wyborn, 1998; 

Mark et. al., 1999, 

2006a&b; Giles & 

Nutman, 2003; 

Williams & 

Pollard,2003; 

Mustard et. al., 

2004; Kendrick et. 

al., 2007a;  Fisher, 

2008; Baker et. 

al.,2008 and many 

others 

 

Dallmeyer et. al., 

1996; Sillitoe 

2003; Marschik et. 

al., 1997, 2003a,b; 

Mathur et. al., 

2002; Vila et. al., 

1996. 

 

 

Table: 1.1: Characteristics of major IOCG provinces around the world (Pollard, 2006 

and the references there in).  
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monzogranitic composition and the ore hosting porphyry stocks are calc-alkaline, K-

rich calc-alkaline and shoshonites (Sillitoe, 1997). Based on the similarities between 

associated intrusions in IOCG deposits and other Cu-Au bearing deposits, the IOCG 

related intrusions have been considered as a potential source for mineralization in the 

same way as porphyry copper associated intrusions are considered as the source of 

components for the ore deposits (Pollard, 2006), the difference being the timing, crustal 

depth, tectonic settings and method of fluid release from the intrusions.  

 

1.4.1.2. Intrusions as heat source, but not as fluids/metals source 

An important fact that has allowed people to propose a non-magmatic fluid source for 

IOCG deposits is the common absence of an intimate spatial association between ore 

deposits and individual intrusions. These researchers consider the intrusions as a heat 

engine which helps to drive circulation of highly saline fluids of surficial or connate 

origin, derived from contemporaneous or older evaporitic material, and to generate the 

required high temperature. Barton and Johnson (1996), for example, strongly argued for 

an evaporitic origin for the IOCG deposits, and they consider igneous rocks have a 

second order effect on mineralization, influencing relative enrichments and alteration 

minerals (Carten, 1986; Dilles et. al., 1995; Battles & Barton, 1995; Barton & Johnson, 

1996). They have pointed to the presence of evaporitic environments and arid climate 

in many IOCG areas at the time of ore genesis, voluminous sodic (-calcic) alteration, 

and some geochemical data which supports evaporitic sources rather than magmatic 

fluids. The enormous sodic alteration seen associated with some IOCG areas are similar 

to some alteration present in sea floor hydrothermal systems. The comparatively small 

amount of igneous activity associated with some IOCG districts is thought to be unable 

to produce high volumes of saline fluid for the widespread alteration (Barton and 
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Johnson, 1996). Further more, isotopic and fluid inclusion evidence for the presence of 

non-magmatic fluids and fluid mixing has been proposed as a mechanism of ore 

formation in some deposits (Haynes et. al., 1995; Williams et. al., 2001; Oliver et. al., 

2004).  

 

1.4.2. Introduction to Mount Isa Inlier and Eastern Fold Belt (EFB) 

The Mount Isa Inlier is a large segment (~24000km
2
) of Proterozoic crust, which is 

thought to have formed in an intracratonic setting, although the distance to a plate 

margin and the possible influence of plate boundary processes at the time of IOCG 

genesis is unclear (e.g. Betts et. al., 2006; Oliver et. al., 2008). The Inlier is situated in 

NW Queensland, Australia and is famous for its world class copper, lead-zinc, and 

IOCG deposits. It is a multiply deformed and metamorphosed terrain, which records a 

long geological history, ranging from Proterozoic to the Phanerozoic, in which the Late 

Palaeoproterozoic to Mesoproterozoic evolution dominates the geological record (Betts 

et. al., 2006). The supra-crustal rocks of the Inlier were metamorphosed at low pressure 

sub-greenschist to upper amphibolite facies at around 1620 to 1580 Ma (Foster and 

Rubenach, 2006). The regional hydrothermal alteration is very extensive, covering at 

least four episodes and over a protracted period from ca 1740 Ma to <1350 Ma (Oliver, 

1995; Spikings et. al., 2001; Mark et. al., 2004b). The Mount Isa Inlier has been 

subdivided into three major tectonic units: the Western (WFB) and Eastern (EFB) Fold 

Belts, divided by an older central Kalkadoon-Leichardt Belt, on the basis of major 

north-south oriented strike-slip fault zones (Figure 1.1: Blake, 1987; Blake and Stewart, 

1992).  

Foster and Austin (2008) recently revised the chronostratigraphic history of the EFB 

(Fig. 1.2). They identified four major periods of magmatism and sedimentation: 1890-
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1850 Ma, 1800-1725 Ma, 1710-1690 Ma, and 1680-1610 Ma. The earlier unit is 

represented by the basement rocks, which was deformed and metamorphosed during 

the Barramundi orogeny (ca 1900-1870 Ma). The basement rocks include poorly 

outcropped polydeformed amphibolite grade metasediments, metavolcanic rocks and 

intrusions, which are represented by the Plum Mountain Gneiss and the Kurbayia 

Migmatite (Foster and Austin, 2008). The oldest, cover sequence 1 includes mainly of 

felsic metavolcanic rocks deposited between 1870 and 1850 Ma (Blake, 1987) and are 

restricted to Kalkadoon-Leichardt Belt (Foster and Austin, 2008). The Argylla 

Formation of EFB is considered as the start of cover sequence 2 (1781±3 Ma; Page, 

1998), which is a mixture of shallow water sediments and bimodal volcanics (Derrick, 

1980; Betts et. al., 2006) corresponding to the second period of sedimentation (1800-

1725; Foster and Austin, 2008). Argylla Formation is overlain by the mafic volcanics of 

the Marraba volcanics and followed by the Mary Kathleen Group (~ 1760 to 1740 Ma; 

Blake, 1987; Pearson et. al., 1992; Page and Sun, 1998), which includes the calc-

silicates of the Doherty (Page and Sun, 1998) and Corella Formation (Foster and 

Austin, 2008), sandstone and quartzite of the Mitakoodi Quartzite (Betts et. al., 2006; 

Potma and Betts, 2006) and limestone, iron formation and argillite of the Overhang 

Jaspilite (Loosveld, 1989a&b; Foster and Austin, 2008). The third stage of 

sedimentation was mostly restricted to the Western Fold Belt with the deposition of the 

rocks of the Calvert Superbasin (Jackson et. al., 2000; Betts et. al., 2006; Foster and 

Austin, 2008). The last period of sedimentation is broadly consistent with cover 

sequence 3 of Blake (1987), and is represented by Soldiers Cap Group (1670-1650), the 

Young Australia Group, the Tommy Creek Block (1630-1610 Ma) and Mount Albert 

Group (Foster and Austin, 2008).  
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Figure: 1.1: Mt. Isa Inlier showing tectonic subdivisions, based on major faults and/or 

granitic batholiths. The figure also shows the distribution of basement, granite suites, 

major mines and prospects. Geology adapted from Blake (1987) and modified by 

Foster and Austin (2008). 
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Figure: 1.2 Simplified Geological Map of the Eastern Fold Belt showing the study 

area, distribution of intrusions and location of major IOCG deposits (Modified after 

Foster and Austin, 2008). The insert shows the relative location of the Mount Isa Inlier, 

within Queensland, Australia, and the white outlined area indicates the study area of 

this thesis. 

 

 

The sedimentary accumulation was terminated by the Isan orogeny (1620-1520 Ma; 

Blake and Stewart, 1992; Page and Sun, 1998; Rubenach & Barker, 1998; Davis et. al., 

2001; Giles & Nutman, 2002; Foster and Austin, 2008), which includes three major 
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phases (Bell, 1983): a north-south compression event that produced east-west thrusting 

and folding (D1); an east-west compression event that generated large-scale upright 

north-south-orientated folds (D2); and an east-west compression event resulting in 

NNE-trending faulting and folding (D3).  

 

1.4.3. Cloncurry District 

The Cloncurry district of NW Queensland, Australia lies within the EFB of Mt.Isa 

Inlier, and it is famous for large to world class deposits of IOCG and Ag-Pb-Zn. The 

district is composed two main sequences, the older Mary Kathleen Group (1760-1740 

Ma) and the younger Soldiers Cap Group (1670-1650 Ma), which were deposited 

during periods of rifting and consequent subsidence, punctuated by repeated intrusion, 

particularly of mafic rocks. They underwent a protracted period of deformation and 

metamorphism during the Isan Orogeny (ca 1.60 – 1.50 Ga: Rubenach & Barker, 1998; 

Davis et. al., 2001; Giles & Nutman, 2002). Regional greenschist to upper amphibolite 

facies metamorphism peaked at ca 1.60 -1.58 Ga (Rubenach et. al., 2001; Giles & 

Nutman, 2002), and was followed by numerous periods of locally significant episodic 

metamorphism between 1.55 and 1.50 Ga (Rubenach & Lewthwaite, 2002; Foster, 

2003). A regional association between localized post-peak metamorphic corridors of 

intense deformation and Fe –Cu –Au mineralization has been recognized by many 

workers in the Cloncurry district (Rotherham, 1997a&b; Adshead-Bell, 1998; Baker & 

Laing, 1998; Mark et. al., 2000). However, the age and relative timing of the syn-ore 

fabrics with respect to the local structural evolution vary throughout the district.  
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1.4.3.1. Cloncurry IOCG deposits  

The Cloncurry district comprises a variety of IOCG variants including Fe oxide-Cu-Au 

(Ernest Henry, Osborne, Mt. Elliott), Fe oxide hosted Cu-Au (Starra) and Fe oxide poor 

Cu-Au (Eloise, Lady Clayre) deposits. These deposits are hosted commonly in felsic 

and mafic meta-igneous and siliciclastic metasedimentary rocks of Proterozoic age (ca 

1.74-1.66 Ga: Page and Sun, 1998; Giles and Nutman, 2003) that range in metamorphic 

grade from mid greenschist to upper amphibolite facies (Williams & Pollard, 2001). 

The characteristics of major IOCG deposits in the Cloncurry district are described in 

Table 1.2 and the distribution is marked in Fig. 1.2. The general controversy related to 

the genesis of IOCG deposits is apparent in the Cloncurry district too. Some Ar-Ar 

(Twyerould, 1997; Perkins & Wyborn, 1998; Baker et. al., 2001; Wang & Williams, 

2001), and U-Pb (Page & Sun, 1998; Davis et. al., 2001; Oliver et. al., 2004) age dating 

studies of the timing of Cu-Au mineralization, regional alteration, magmatism, and 

peak of metamorphism in the Cloncurry district suggest that the Cu-Au deposits were 

formed coincident with the emplacement of the younger phases of the Williams and 

Naraku Batholiths (ca 1.55 – 1.50 Ga). However one of the deposits (Osborne deposit) 

shows U-PbTitanite and Re-OsMolybdenite ages (ca 1.60 – 1.59 Ga: Gauthier et. al., 2001) 

which are older than the granitic emplacement, and other deposits have some features 

suggestive of an early timing also (Oliver et. al., 2008). The stable isotope and fluid 

inclusion record (Davidson & Dixon, 1992; Adshead, 1996; Baker, 1998; Rotherham, 

1997a&b; Twyerould, 1997; Rotherham et. al., 1998; Baker et. al., 2001; Mark et. al., 

2005) suggests a dominant magmatic/metamorphic signature for the fluids associated 

with IOCG deposits, but the Osborne deposit also has a distinctive fluid inclusion suite 

with no obvious granite-related signals (Fisher, 2008). Furthermore, the leaching of  
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Deposit 

Fe oxide-Cu-Au 

Ernest Henry 

Osborne Mt Elliott Fe oxide-hosted Cu–Au 

Starra 

Fe oxide-poor Cu–Au 

Eloise 

 

Size & Grade 

166 Mt @ 1.1% Cu, 0.54 Au, 180 

ppm Mo 

15.2 Mt @ 3.0% Cu, 1.05 

g/t Au 

3.3 Mt @ 3.6% Cu; 

1.8 g/t Au 

3.5 Mt @ 1.98% Cu,  

5.0 g/t Au 

3.1 Mt @ 5.5% Cu, 

1.4 g/t Au, 16 g/t Ag 

 

Element Association 

Fe, Mo, As, Co, K, Ba, 

F, U, Ag 

Fe, Co, Bi, W, Se, Hg, 

Te, Cl, Sn, Mo, P, B 

F, P, Co, Ni, LREE, 

Mo 

Fe, Co, W, Sn, F, Mo, 

Y, REE 

Co, Ni, As, Bi 

Age >1510 1600 – 1540 1505 1505 1530 – 1514 

 

 

Host Rocks 

K-feldspar affected 

and brecciated 

meta-andesitic rocks 

Qtz-Mag and Hem 

ironstone, ironstone 

schist within 

feldspathic arenite 

and pelite 

Amphibolite, 

carbonaceous schist 

Mag-Hem-Qtz altered 

and brecciated, 

Alb-Act altered 

biotite schist 

Siliciclastic 

metasedimentary rocks 

and amphibolite 

 

Alteration Mineralogy 

Kfs, Mag, Bio, Sps, 

Hem, Py, Bar, sericitic 

Ms, Scp 

Mag, Bio, Ab, Ms, Ab, 

Qtz, Py, Po, Hem, 

Amph, Cal 

Dio, Scp, Mag, Py, Po, 

Cpy 

Mag, Hem, Bar, Ab, 

Bio, Cal, Py, Act, Scp 

Po, Cpy, Chl, Act, Py, 

Mag, Mus, Qtz 

 

Structure 

Hydrothermal breccia 

system bound by shear 

zones 

Ductile shear zones 

in or near tight fold 

structures? 

Veining and breccia 

in dilational jog: 

steep–moderate 

dipping shear zones 

Ductile shearing 

and brecciation 

Veining/alteration 

in jog associated with 

shear zones 

 

 

Fluid Inclusion Chemistry 

(A) hypersaline L-V 

halite ± 5 other 

daughters, 33–55 wt% NaCl 

equiv 

(B) moderate salinity 

L-V ± halite, ca. 20wt % NaCl 

equiv 

(C) CO2 rich 

 

(A) hypersaline L-V 

halite ± 4 other 

daughters, <70 wt% NaCl 

equiv 

 

(B) CO2-CH4 

 

(A) hypersaline L-V 

halite ± 4 other 

daughters 

 

(C) CO2 rich 

 

(A) hypersaline L-V-halite ± 3 other 

daughters including mt, 34–52 wt % 

NaCl equiv 

(B) hypersaline L-V halite ± 4 other 

daughters, Ba-Mn rich, 29–42 wt % 

NaCl equiv 

(C) CO2 rich 

(A) hypersaline L-V 

halite ± 4 other 

daughters, 30–68 wt 

% NaCl equiv 

 

(B) CO2 rich, late 

 

 

 

References 

Craske 1995; Ryan 1998; 

Twyerould 1997; Mark 

et. al., 2000 

 

Davidson et. al., 1989a, b; 

Adshead 1995; 

Adshead et. al., 1998; 

Gauthier et. al., 2001 

 

Little 1997; Williams 

& Skirrow 2000; Wang 

& Williams 2001 

 

Davidson et. al., 1989a, b; 

Rotherham 1997a&b; 

Adshead-Bell 1998; 

Rotherham et. al., 1998 

 

Baker 1998; Baker & 

Laing 1998; Baker 

et. al., 2001 

 

 

Table: 1. 2: Characteristics of major IOCG deposits in Cloncurry. Compiled from Mark et. al., 2006 and others. Mineral abbreviations after Kretz (1983).
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elements by circulation of fluids through any wallrocks may mask the real nature of the 

original fluids (Haynes, 2000), and widespread leaching of some ore-forming 

ingredients has been proposed for both syn-Williams Batholith (Williams, 1994; Oliver 

et. al., 2004) and for earlier systems such as Osborne (Oliver et. al., 2008). 

 

1.4.3.2. Cloncurry Intrusions  

Large granitic batholiths were emplaced in Mount Isa Inlier at around 1860 Ma, 1800 

Ma, 1740 Ma, 1670 Ma, and 1530 Ma, also abundant mafic dykes range in age from 

pre-1900 Ma to around 1100 Ma. The earliest major episode of magmatism occurred 

between 1880 and 1840 Ma and produced felsic volcanics and granite (Wyborn et. al., 

1988). In EFB, the Wonga Batholith (1730-1750 Ma) represents the oldest intrusive 

event recorded (Pearson et. al., 1992; Oliver et. al., 1994). The emplacement of the 

Wonga batholith produced scapolitization, sodic (-calcic) alteration and formation of 

skarns (Oliver et. al., 1994; Oliver, 1995), and many of the intrusions are deformed and 

metamorphosed. The main granites of the Williams and Naraku Batholiths in the 

Eastern Fold Belt (1550-1500 Ma) cut and post date the Isan structures and are neither 

deformed nor metamorphosed to any significant extent (Page and Sun, 1998; Wyborn, 

1998). Minor amounts of mafic magma were also intruded at this time, in places 

forming net-veined complexes with granite. The youngest igneous rocks in the Mt. Isa 

Inlier are unmetamorphosed dolerite dykes of around 1100 Ma (Blake and Stewart, 

1992). 

 

The Cloncurry district contains a number of igneous rocks which were emplaced 

between ca 1740 Ma and ca 1500 Ma. The most prominent igneous rocks in the district 

are the K-rich granitoids and related gabbros of the Williams and Naraku Batholiths. 
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These are intruded into the calc silicate rocks of the Mary Kathleen Group and 

Psammo-pelitic rocks of the Soldiers Cap Group. These intrusions were largely 

emplaced between 1550 Ma and 1500 Ma, and are dominated by metaluminous, 

potassic, magnetite-bearing intrusive rocks (Page and Sun, 1998; Pollard et. al., 1998; 

Davis et. al., 2001). The main phases of the batholiths are potassic in composition and 

are composed of alkaline to subalkaline granitoids (Pollard et. al., 1998; Wyborn, 1998) 

that typically plot as Within-Plate and A-type on granite tectonic discrimination 

diagrams (Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999 & 2001; Mark et. al., 2005). The youngest 

phases of Williams and Naraku Batholiths are present at the eastern margin of the 

exposed portion of the Mt. Isa Inlier.  

 

The formal definition of the Williams and Naraku Batholiths includes different plutons 

which are intruded in at least three different ages. The earliest known intrusions 

occurred around 1750-1730 Ma (Wyborn et. al., 1988; Page and Sun, 1998), and 

include part of the Naraku Batholith west of Cloncurry, and the Gin Creek pluton west 

of Selwyn. The second group, relatively minor in abundance and found towards the 

southeast of the Cloncurry District towards Cannington, was emplaced at around 1545-

1530 Ma (Page and Sun, 1998). This second group was apparently associated with the 

main north-south regional folding and deformation and high grade metamorphism that 

affected the Eastern Fold Belt. The age of this metamorphic event is interpreted as ca 

1590-1530 Ma (Perkins and Wyborn, 1998; Page and Sun, 1998), although most recent 

dates fall in the range 1600 to 1580 Ma (e.g. Giles and Nutman, 2002). The majority of 

exposures making up the Williams and Naraku Batholiths define the third, main set of 

intrusions and cover an area of over 2400km
2
. This youngest group of plutons ranges 

from 1530-1490 Ma and are mostly coarse grained and massive, but can be strongly 
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foliated near major NNW or NNE trending shear zones (Rubenach and Barker, 1998). 

These younger intrusions are distinct from the other intrusions of Mt. Isa Inlier in some 

aspects, as follows: 1) they are highly variable in composition, but show some 

systematic variations in mineralogy and geochemistry; 2) comagmatic suites contain a 

wide, continuous range in SiO2 contents; 3) magmatic phases are extensively altered; 4) 

chemical interaction with the country rock, at the time of intrusion, can be clearly 

documented; and 5) the intrusives show a spatial and temporal association with Cu±Au 

mineralization (Wyborn, 1998). The mafic phases of the younger intrusions have high 

magnetic susceptibilities due to the presence of abundant magnetite. 

 

The Williams and Naraku Batholiths are separated at the surface, with the Williams 

batholith at the south of Cloncurry and Naraku Batholith at the north (Mark, 1999) 

however, from the geophysical evidences, these intrusions are interpreted to be part of a 

large, single complex that is connected at depth (Wellman, 1992). The intrusions 

present in the EFB were subdivided by Pollard et. al., (1998) into two groups: the 

Cloncurry Supersuite and Eureka Supersuite, based on distinct geochemical properties. 

The intrusions which are part of the Cloncurry Supersuite include the Saxby Granite, 

the Wiley Igneous Complex and likely part of the Malakoff Granite and Capsize 

Granodiorite (Pollard et. al., 1998). The dominant rock types of Cloncurry Supersuite 

are subalkaline granites and granodiorites. The Eureka Supersuite is characterized by a 

number of mafic, felsic and intermediate intrusions and includes the Mt. Angelay 

Igneous Complex and likely the Squirrel Hills and Wimberu Granite (Pollard et. al., 

1998). A number of other intrusions including Mt. Cobalt, Yellow Waterhole and 

unnamed albitized granites intruding the Corella and Doherty Formations and the 
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Gilded Rose Breccia are also identified as part of EFB and were studied in detail by 

Wyborn (1998).  

 

The characteristics of different intrusions of Cloncurry district are detailed by Pollard 

et. al., (1998) and Wyborn (1998). In this thesis, the composition and volatile chemistry 

of the Saxby and Mt. Angelay Igneous Complexes are described and the genesis of 

Cloncurry IOCG deposits is explored through understanding of the evolution of these 

younger intrusions.  

 

1.4.3.3. Alteration in Cloncurry 

Extensive alkali (Na or Na-Ca) rich alteration is considered to be a significant feature 

of IOCG deposits through out the world. The Cloncurry district is characterized by 

region-wide (hundreds of square kilometres) Na and Na-Ca alteration in spatial and 

temporal relation with the emplacement of Williams and Naraku Batholiths (de Jong 

and Williams, 1995; Mark, 1998; Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark and Foster, 2000; Perring 

et. al., 2000; Pollard, 2001; Oliver et. al., 2004); however, some older alteration periods 

are also noticed before these younger intrusions (albitisation in Osborne deposit: 

Rubenach et. al., 2001; albitisation in psammo-pelitic rocks: Rubenach & Lewthwaite, 

2002). The various episodes of alteration reported from the EFB are reported in Table 

1.2.  

 

The temperatures of formation of sodic (-calcic) alteration are mostly considered 

between 400 and 600°C and pressures between 2 and 4.5 kbar (de Jong and Williams, 

1995; Oliver, 1995; Mark, 1998a&b; Mark and Foster, 2000; Marshall, 2003; Oliver et. 

al., 2004). Many researchers (Mark 1998a, b; Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark & Foster, 
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2000; Perring et. al., 2000; Pollard, 2001) have found direct relationships between the 

roof pendants of the Williams and Naraku Batholiths and local albitisation in the area. 

Similarly, a crustal evaporitic and/ or halite dissolution origin is also supported 

(Kendrick et. al., 2007).  

 

Albitisation affects different rock types in different ways and is characterized by 

variable mineralogy (mostly albite and titanite with or without actinolite, apatite, 

diopside, quartz, rutile, biotite, magnetite, hematite, pyrite; Oliver et. al., 2004; Mark et. 

al., 2006a; and references therein) that likely reflects local control (e.g. host rock) on 

the alteration mineralogy. During the process of albitisation, fine-grained mosaics of 

albite replace feldspars, scapolite, and quartz at millimetre to centimetre scales. The 

calcite and scapolite that formed in calc-silicate rocks during regional metamorphism 

were replaced by albite and a second generation of coarser grained calcite. In some calc 

silicates and mafic rocks earlier biotites and amphiboles are replaced by clinopyroxene 

and titanite ± actinolite. In pelites, albite and rutile replaced micas and quartz. 

Albitization commonly involved the production of titanite from the breakdown of 

biotite ± Fe-Ti oxides (Oliver et. al., 2004). 

  

In the Cloncurry district, the Na (-Ca) alteration occurs in three main settings (Fu et. al., 

2003): 1. regional fracture and breccia systems, some associated with fault zones at 

varying distances from intrusions; 2. composite magmatic-hydrothermal vein and 

breccia systems adjacent or close to intrusions and 3. intrusion hosted magmatic-

hydrothermal systems. The Na (-Ca) alteration affected all the rock types, but is mostly 

intense in rocks close to individual intrusions and structural faults (e.g. Cloncurry 

Fault) (De Jong & Williams, 1995; Mark et. al., 2004a). In general, the path of fluid 
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flow is structurally controlled by brittle/ductile structures such as large scale faults, 

breccias, veins and shear zones (Marshall, 2003; de Jong and Williams, 1995; Oliver, 

1995; Baker and Laing, 1998; Mark, 1998a&b; Pollard, 2001; Oliver et. al., 2004). Fe, 

K and Ba, and commonly Cu are the elements which typically lost during the alteration 

process (Williams, 1994; Mark, 1998a&b; Oliver et. al., 2004). Most of the Cu-Au 

mineralization is hosted in the previously altered rocks and this may be related to the 

circulation of fluids during alteration which cause stripping of iron and base metals 

from the wall rocks (Williams, 1994; Oliver et. al., 2004; Barton & Johnson, 1996). 

Wyborn (1998) also studied the various alteration sequences in Cloncurry district in 

detail and subdivided them into different types including albite alteration, late high-K 

K-feldspar + hematite alteration and alteration related to interaction with country rocks, 

brecciation and to magmatic phases intruding other magmatic phases. 

 

Although some of the intrusions of the Williams Batholith have been described and an 

association between IOCG and intrusion has been proposed, the relationship has not 

been specifically studied. It is the intention of this study to contribute information on 

magmatic evolution and volatile release history of the younger Cloncurry intrusions and 

their role in ore deposit formation, which may help to solve many issues regarding 

IOCG genesis world wide.  
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Chapter: 2: Field Relationships 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter focuses on field relations in and around the Saxby and Mt. Angelay 

Igneous Complexes. These intrusive suites form part of the Williams Batholith, 

emplaced into meta-sedimentary rocks of the Corella Formation and Soldiers Cap 

Group between 1530 and 1500 Ma (Page and Sun, 1998; Pollard et al., 1998; Davis et 

al., 2001). Because the rocks are fairly well exposed, their field relations provide an 

opportunity to unravel aspects of the emplacement, crystallization and fluid release 

histories. An understanding of these relationships is important, as they form the 

framework upon which the more detailed fluid inclusion, rock geochemistry, and 

mineral microchemistry studies presented in Chapters 4 to 7. In particular, the two 

suites show different field patterns of rock type distribution, extent of mingling between 

more felsic and more mafic components, contact aureole extent, mineralogy and 

development, and different manifestations of the magmatic-hydrothermal transition.  

 

2.2. Study area and sampling  

The Saxby (SIC) and Mt. Angelay (MAIC) Igneous Complexes (Fig. 1.2) are post ~ 

1550 Ma granitoids, exposed in the central part of Cloncurry district. The complexes 

are dominated by metaluminous, potassic, and magnetite-bearing intrusive rocks (Page 

and Sun, 1998; Pollard et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2001), which intruded into the meta-

sedimentary calc-silicate rocks of the Corella Formation in the Mary Kathleen Group (~ 

1760 to 1740 Ma; Blake, 1987; Pearson et al., 1992; Page and Sun, 1998; Foster and 

Austin, 2008) and psammo-pelitic rocks of the Soldiers Cap Group (1670-1650 Ma; 

Page and Sun, 1998).  
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The sampling has covered almost all the rock types of the SIC and MAIC including 

country rocks into which the intrusions were emplaced. Rocks from magma mingling 

zones and those displaying apparent magmatic-hydrothermal transition textures 

(Tolman, 1998; Mark and Foster, 2000) were also collected in order to examine the 

volatile evolution, extent of fractional crystallization and other magmatic processes 

during the solidification of mafic and felsic plutons. Igneous rocks sampled include 

granites, syeno-diorites, gabbros, mingled intrusive rocks, pegmatites, aplites and 

“brain” rocks (Tolman, 1998 & see Section 2.3.2.2) thought to represent magmatic-

hydrothermal transitions. Other rocks include breccias, calc-silicate rock rocks, mica 

schists, and quartz veins. The distribution of the samples is indicated in Figure 2.1 and 

Appendix 1 contains a complete list of the samples, their GPS locations and the sample 

list for various analyses.   

 

Two field trips were conducted in 2006 and 2007 and were focused on a variety of 

aspects including understanding the geology, distribution of different rock types and 

their contacts, and identification of various structural features and rock types. Regional 

and detailed mapping of intrusions and magma mingling zones were conducted at 

scales of 1:25000 and 1:100 respectively and a variety of samples were collected for 

detailed study. 

 

2.3. Geology and field relations 

2.3.1. Saxby Igneous Complex (SIC) 

The Saxby Igneous Complex comprises a number of irregular intrusive masses that 

crop out on the eastern side of the Cloncurry fault approximately 50 km southeast of 

Cloncurry. The plutons are heterogeneous in grain size with both coarse grained and  
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fine grained phases. The intrusions cut siliciclastic meta-sedimentary rocks and minor 

amphibolites of the Soldiers Cap Group and calc-silicate rocks of the Corella 

Formation, and can clearly be seen as discordant to regional metamorphic foliations and 

folds developed during the early (1620 to 1520 Ma) Isan Orogeny (Foster and 

Rubenach, 2006). An emplacement age of 1529±4 to 1523±3 Ma (Page & Sun 1998; 

Pollard et. al., 1998) was determined from U-Pb zircon analysis of the main phase of 

the Saxby Granite. Oliver et al. (2006) determined an approximate emplacement depth 

of 10km based on geothermometry applied to contact metamorphic assemblages in 

pelites, which indicated approximate P-T conditions of 675°C at 280 MPa. 

Emplacement depths of various mafic and felsic SIC intrusions (~14-16km) were also 

estimated by Pollard et al. (1998) using amphibole-plagioclase geobarometry. 

 

Biotite and hornblende are the common ferromagnesian minerals present in Saxby 

Granites with high concentrations of quartz, alkali feldspars and plagioclases (see 

Chapter 3). Biotite granite predominates in the northern part of the complex. Intense 

sodic-calcic alteration is very abundant in the SIC, complicating the sampling and 

interpretation of the geochemical analyses (Chapter 4).  

 

Apart from the typical granites, the SIC contains a variety of other rock types including 

mafic and intermediate intrusive rocks with evidence of mingling and apparent mixing, 

breccias, pegmatites, aplites and late quartz veins (Fig. 2.2: 1:25000 Map).   
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Figure 2.2: 1: 25000 geological map showing rock type distribution and their contact 

relationships from the SIC. The exact location of this mapping area is marked in Fig. 

2.1. The map also shows different magma mingling zones observed in the SIC and the 

location of Spotty gabbro.  
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2.3.1.1. Mixing and mingling  

Many outcrops of the SIC contain extensive evidence for mingling between mafic and 

felsic magmas. Such rocks take the form of complex arrangements of more felsic and 

more mafic components within an outcrop, and show most of the classic characteristics 

of mingled, co-emplaced mafic and felsic intrusions (e.g. Barbarin, 1988). Locally, 

there are rocks of intermediate composition that appear to have geochemically mixed 

during the mingling process, as indicated by the field relationships (see below), 

petrography (Chapter 3) and geochemistry (Chapter 4). The term ‘mixed’ through out 

this thesis refers to all scales and types of interactions between coexisting magmas, 

which resulted in an obvious compositional variation (see Chapter 3) and texture. This 

mixing can be observed or determined geochemically from samples found specifically 

along the boundaries of mingled rocks. Four main outcrops showing these features were 

sampled, and two of them were mapped at a detailed scale of 1:100 (Fig.2.3 & 2.5). 

 

Outcrop – 1 

This outcrop is located at the northern part of the SIC. The outcrop has different zones 

with apparently different amounts of mixing and mingling. The felsic portions appeared 

to be granitic in composition, being pink in colour and albitised. The mafic rocks in this 

mingling zone appear to be dioritic in composition, rich in ferromagnesian minerals. 

Geochemical analyses confirm these as altered granites and syenodiorites, respectively 

(see Chapter 4).   

 

Mingling is the most spectacular feature of this outcrop, the extent of which depends on 

the rock types present. There are 3 main mingling zones in this outcrop: (1) pink 

coloured granite and mafic magma (syenodiorite); (2) white coloured granitic magma  
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Figure 2.3: 1: 100 map of magma mixing/ mingling outcrop 1. The outcrop contains 

three main mingling zones in which the zone 1 shows mingling between granite and 

syenodiorite, zone 2 shows the mingling between less mixed granite and syenodiorite 

and zone 3 shows mingling between the more mixed granitic and syenodioritic magma. 

 

and a less mafic magma; and (3) mingling of more mixed light and dark coloured 

magma relative to the first two mingling zones (Fig.2.3; 1:100 map). 

 

The mingling areas with pink granite and syenodiorite are the most pronounced, as the 

grain size and colour difference between the rocks is clearly distinct (Fig.2.3-Zone 1). 
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The mafic portions appear to be enclaves within the felsic magma, and show an average 

grain size of ~1 mm. The felsic magma is pink in colour and albitised, with an average 

grain size of ~3 mm (Fig. 2.4A), although in thin section very fine grained albite is 

locally pseudomorphous after coarser feldspar grains (Chapter 3). The distinct margins 

between the two magma types may be irregular or crenulated, or the mafic magma may 

show a chilled margin (Fig. 2.4B & C). This zone represents mingling of two 

completely different magmas with different viscosities; no mixing has apparently 

occurred.   

 

The second type of mingling is also easily recognizable as there is considerable colour 

and texture difference between both rock types (Fig. 2.3-Zone 2). The felsic portion is 

more light coloured with a coarse grain size (~3mm) while the mafic part is dark and 

fine to medium grained (average 1-2mm) (Fig. 2.4D). The rock boundaries are typically 

highly irregular and crenulated in this case, which may be due to the small variations in 

compositions and viscosity of mafic and felsic magma due to limited mixing.  

 

The third type of mingling zone can be identified from the grain size and colour 

variations even though the differences are not as prominent as for the previous zones 

(Fig. 2.3-Zone 3). The felsic magma is somewhat lighter in colour and coarser grained 

(3-4mm) whereas the more mafic one is comparatively dark and medium grained (2-

3mm). This type of mingling covers a large portion of the outcrops while the other two 

occur only over metre scales (Fig. 2.4E). The smaller degree of difference between the 

two rock types, along with compositional variations occurring near the boundaries of 

the mingled components, suggests that substantial mixing may have occurred between 

two intrusive types.  
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There are two minor faults present in this location and one of them separates the main 

mingling area from the homogenous pink coloured granitic outcrop; while the other one 

appears to control the two different mingling zones (Fig. 2.3-map). The field evidence 

for one generation of faults apparently being synchronous with magma emplacement 

suggests that sequential intrusion of magma was accompanied by faulting, and may 

have influenced or controlled the mixing process (Fig. 2.4F).  

 

Outcrop – 2 

This mixing – mingling zone is located south of the first outcrop and is situated inside a 

body of homogenous Saxby Granite, which in turn intruded into the mica schists of the 

Soldiers Cap Group. The outcrop displays prominent mingling but no apparent mixing. 

Clear distinction between felsic and mafic magma is pronounced because of 

compositional, colour and grain size variations (Fig. 2.6A & B). The felsic phase is 

medium grained (average grain size 2-4mm) and almost white in colour due to intense 

albitisation (see Chapter 3), whereas the mafic rocks are very fine grained and dark. 

The felsic rock contains quartz + plagioclase + alkali feldspar ± biotite ± amphiboles, 

and the mafic part has a composition rich in biotite or amphibole with plagioclase. The 

main body of the Saxby Granite and these mingled felsic parts can be easily 

distinguished from the differences in colour and grain size; the Saxby Granite being 

pink in colour and medium to coarse grained (3-6mm) with biotite± amphiboles+ 

plagioclase+ quartz+ alkali feldspar.  
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Figure 2.4: Photographs from mingling outcrop 1 showing variable mingling and 

mixing of syenodiorite and granite. 2.4A: Mingling of pink coloured granitic and 

syenodioritic magma; 2.4B: Chilled margin along the mafic-felsic boundary; 2.4C: 

Crenulated margin along the mafic-felsic boundary; 2.4D: Mingling of less mixed 

rocks; 2.4E: Mingling of more mixed magma; 2.4F: Fault zone separating mingling 

zone 1 and 2. Photographs were taken from location WPT 098, Mingling outcrop 1, 

Figure 2.3. 
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The mafic parts of this mingling outcrop are present as enclaves within interconnecting 

felsic dykes of 1-15cm wide, and the compositional homogeneity suggests a single 

input of mafic magma occurred in this mingling zone (see discussion). The N-S trend of 

bedding and foliations in adjacent Soldiers Cap Group rocks has apparently affected 

emplacement of the intrusive body as it shows a rough N-S trend. The minerals in the 

intrusion also show a rough alignment, possibly due to magmatic flow during 

emplacement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: 1:200 map of magma mingling outcrop 2. This outcrop shows no 

compositional gradation and the mafic magma appeared to be intruded into felsic 

magma, which caused a uniform magma mingling outcrop. 
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Figure 2.6: Photographs of 

magma mingling & mixing at 

outcrop-2. 2.6A & 2.6B: 

Second mingling outcrop 

showing clear distinction of 

mafic and felsic magma. 

Photographs were taken from 

location WPT 174, Mingling 

outcrop 2, Fig: 2.5. 

 

 

 

 

Outcrop – 3 

This third mingling outcrop identified is located near the eastern part of the SIC (Fig. 

2.2). It is representative of a very large proportion of the SIC. This area was not 

mapped in detail because of its very broad extent, poor exposure and presence of 

multiple intrusions of dioritic and granitic composition with highly variable proportions 

of mingled rocks at many localities. Large, rounded blocks of mingled rocks seen along 

a west-flowing creek provide evidence that this broad zone of mingling extends further 

east in the SIC, which is very difficult to access.   

 

The rocks present in this particular outcrop are also highly weathered, but are helpful in 

understanding the nature of mingling and mixing. The granitic components look similar 

B 

A 
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to the granite described in the other outcrops, but an important feature observed in this 

mixing/mingling zone is the presence of distinctive clusters of ferromagnesian and 

felsic minerals (Fig. 2.7A & B). Mingling features are clearly visible between felsic and 

mafic rocks, but no mixing zones were noted between these mingled components. 

However, the presence of variably intermediate rocks in the area suggests some mixing 

of mafic and felsic end members occurred nearby (Fig. 2.7C & D).  

 

Outcrop – 4 

Some highly weathered rocks with distinctive structures were noticed along the 

boundary of Saxby Granite and a gabbroic intrusion (Fig. 2.2). The weathering made 

mineral identification difficult, but felsic mineral clusters are lined by mafic minerals 

(Fig. 2.8A & B). This strange pattern of mineral distributions and their location along 

the mafic-felsic boundary suggests either a mingled or mixed origin (see Discussion).  

 

2.3.1.2. Mafic intrusions 

Abundant 100m-to km-scale mafic intrusions are present in the SIC, as apparently 

randomly distributed plutons within the surrounding granite. The size and shape of 

these mafic bodies are variable (Figure 2.2). Based on the composition, grain size and 

proportions of minerals, they are mostly gabbroic in nature. The grain size is medium to 

coarse with an abundance of ferromagnesian minerals (clinopyroxene, hornblende and 

biotite). Plagioclase is the only noticeable leucocratic mineral.  

 

Three different types of gabbros were noticed during the field work and one of them 

was mapped in detail: 
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Figure 2.7: Photographs of magma mingling & mixing at outcrop-3. 2.7A: Mingling of 

felsic and mafic magma at outcrop 3; 2.7B: Clusters of ferromagnesian and felsic 

minerals in the mafic part; 2.7C (Sample JB 82C) & 2.7D (Sample JB 82B): Variably 

mixed intermediate rock samples from outcrop 3. Photographs were taken from 

location WPT 154, Mingling outcrop-3, Fig: 2.2. 
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Figure 2.8: Photographs 

of magma mingling & 

mixing at outcrop-4. 2.8A 

& 2.8B: The weird 

structures from mafic- 

felsic intrusion boundary 

indicating the evidence of 

magma mixing and/or 

mingling. Photographs 

were taken from location 

WPT 142, Mingling 

outcrop-4, Fig: 2.2. 

 

 

 

1. Typical gabbros with equigranular texture; 

2. Gabbros with a porphyritic texture, having phenocrysts of both mafic and felsic 

minerals, termed as “spotty gabbro”; and 

3. Gabbros with an equigranular texture but abundant hydrothermal or magmatic-

hydrothermal veinlets, dominated by amphibole. 

 

The first group of gabbros occurs as isolated, small mafic bodies inside Saxby Granite. 

The minerals present include hornblende, biotite, clinopyroxene and plagioclase with 

small reddish grains of titanite as an accessory. The minerals are equigranular with 

medium to coarse grain size, averaging 4-6mm, and the rocks could thus be termed 

gabbros (Fig. 2.9C). The rocks look fairly fresh in the outcrops, without any alteration, 

A 
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and they have sharp boundaries with the Saxby Granite. The composition is 

homogenous throughout the intrusions and no compositional variation was noticed 

along the boundaries.  

 

The second group of gabbros is observed in the northern part of the SIC and was 

mapped in detail (Fig. 2.2). The intrusion is marked as a single mafic body on the 1:100 

000 sheet maps (see Geology of the Kuridala region, Special QLD geological map by 

Geoscience, Australia), but it is actually a mixture of 10-to 100m-scale bodies of 

porphyritic gabbro with minor occurrences of granite, aplite and quartz veins. The 

mafic rocks are very distinctive with big clusters of mafic (biotite and hornblende) and 

felsic (plagioclase) minerals in a medium grained matrix; hence termed “spotty gabbro” 

(Fig. 2.9A & B). The matrix contains a mixture of ferromagnesian minerals and 

plagioclases. Spotty gabbros are relatively unaltered rocks and their composition and 

phenocryst distribution looks homogenous through out the intrusion; however there is a 

gradual variation in grain size from north to south with the coarser grained varieties 

(phenocrysts-6-10mm and ground mass-3-5mm) observed at the northern end and finer 

grained ones (phenocrysts-2-4mm and ground mass-≤1mm) at south. There is no 

obvious difference in the composition of granite or gabbro along the contact zones. 

This implies that the gabbros are not mixed with or contaminated from Saxby Granite 

at the emplacement level, and the high concentration of mafic and felsic phenocrysts 

might be a result of processes at the source region or during the evolution of this 

magma (see Discussion).  

 

The third category of gabbros of the SIC show abundant secondary veins. The rocks 

display igneous textures with ferromagnesian minerals and plagioclases, but veins, 
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typically 0.5 to 3cm wide, are filled with secondary minerals inferred to have developed 

after magmatic crystallization. These veins are different from the widespread sodic-

calcic alteration veins of Cloncurry area as they contain amphibole, scapolite and 

sometimes calcite (Fig. 2.9D). These gabbros are observed close to breccias or calc-

silicate rocks. The gabbros seen associated with breccias show veins with amphiboles 

and scapolites, and those close to calc-silicates have amphiboles, scapolites and 

calcites. The spatial relationships and the composition of the veins suggest they formed 

by interaction with the immediately adjacent country rocks, possibly soon after 

emplacement. 
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Figure 2.9: Photographs of 

different gabbro types in the SIC. 

2.9A: Spotty gabbro with coarse 

grain size- Sample JB 1; 2.9B: 

Spotty gabbro with fine grain 

size- Sample JB 89; 2.9C: Gabbro 

with equigranular texture- 

Sample JB 35F. 
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Figure 2.9D: Gabbro with late amphibole + scapolite+ calcite veins. Photograph was 

taken from location WPT 160. 

 

Apart from the above mentioned main mafic bodies, small occurrences of mafic rocks 

were observed in many locations during the course of field work. Most of these bodies 

are heavily weathered and recessive in outcrop, so these were not sampled or described. 

 

2.3.1.3. Breccias 

A number of different breccia outcrops were observed in and around the SIC. They 

appeared as isolated outcrops or as dyke-like bodies cutting through the granite or 

country rock (Fig. 2.10A, B, C & D, see also Oliver et. al., 2006 and Bertelli, 2007). In 

most cases, the breccia has dominant (> 80%) clasts of calc-silicate rocks with lesser 

granite, pegmatite and rare gabbro. The granite clasts are similar to nearby intrusions, 

with biotite, quartz, feldspars and plagioclases, and the calc-silicate rocks show 

alternating bands of albite and amphiboles, sometimes with clinopyroxene and a 

hornfelsic texture in close proximity to the main granite bodies. The matrix contains 

D 
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amphiboles, magnetite, calcite and albite. The clasts are sub-angular to sub-rounded or 

corroded, ranging in size from one to a few centimetres, although very large clasts (> 

1m) are locally observed. Most of the previous studies (Tunks, A., 1987; Ryburn et. al., 

1988a & 1988b; Oliver et. al., 1990, 2001 & 2006; Marshall, L. J., 2003; Marshall and 

Oliver, 2006; Bertelli, 2007) suggest a magmatic-hydrothermal origin for many 

varieties of Cloncurry breccias. The sharp outcrop boundaries between breccia and 

granite also support an intrusion related origin for these particular bodies in the field 

area. Oliver et al. (2006) and Bertelli (2007) proposed that these particular dyke-like 

breccias, emanating from the contact zones of the Saxby Granite, were explosively 

emplaced into the surrounding rocks, explaining the sub-rounded and polymictic nature 

of the clasts and the mapped, intrusive-like field relations.  

 

2.3.2. Mt. Angelay Igneous Complex (MAIC) 

The Mt. Angelay Igneous Complex lies approximately 80km south of Cloncurry; 

specifically on the western side of the Cloncurry fault (Fig. 2.1). It is a large pluton of 

approximately 210km
2
 surface exposure, and consists of multiple phases of igneous 

intrusions that were emplaced into calc-silicate, meta-dolerite, psammitic and pelitic 

rocks. The MAIC is affected by multiple stages of syn-to post-intrusive sodic and/ or 

sodic-calcic alteration (Mark & Foster, 1997; Tolman, 1998; Mark, 1998a&b; Mark et. 

al., 2004a). The rock types range from felsic to mafic including granites, alkali granites, 

syenodiorites and gabbros, with syenodiorites being the most abundant. Mafic 

intrusions are present in the MAIC, but are less abundant than in the SIC. The MAIC 

also shows a zone of unusually textured rocks including the “brain rocks” or “sub-

balloon textured rocks” described by Tolman (1998) and Mark & Foster (2000), as well 
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as breccias and other features interpreted to represent magmatic hydrothermal transition 

zones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Photographs of magmatic-hydrothermal breccia observed in the SIC. 

2.10A: Breccia pipe cutting the soldiers Cap schists (Oliver et. al., 2006); 2.10B: 

Highly eroded breccia outcrop with clasts of calc silicates and granites in it (Oliver et 
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al. 2006); 2.10C: Contact aureole of Saxby Granite and breccia-Location WPT 129; 

2.10D: Granite clasts in breccia-Location WPT 124.  

 

2.3.2.1. Granites, syenodiorites and gabbros 

Outcrop of the main body of the MAIC is poor relative to the SIC. Furthermore, the 

majority of outcrops are weathered, and fresh samples were only gathered at a few 

localities. The general distribution of rock types has been described by Tolman (1998) 

and Mark (1998b & 1999). Mt. Angelay igneous intrusions are heterogeneous in grain 

size, texture and mineralogy as they include medium to coarse grained, porphyritic to 

non-porphyritic and felsic to mafic varieties. The rock types can be classified into 

granites, syenodiorites and gabbros, based on geochemical and petrographic studies 

(Chapter 3 & 4).  

 

Many granitic intrusions show igneous flow patterns with minerals oriented roughly E-

W. A number of pegmatite and aplite veins were also noticed in those intrusions with 

no such orientation. In granites and alkali granites, plagioclase, quartz and alkali 

feldspar are the common minerals with hornblende and biotite in minor amounts. The 

average grain size ranges from medium to coarse (3-6mm). Intermediate intrusions are 

abundant in the MAIC and they have a syenodioritic composition (see Chapter 4). Most 

syenodiorites of MAIC are porphyritic with large plagioclase phenocrysts (average 6-

10mm). They contain approximately equal proportions of mafic (hornblende, biotite & 

clinopyroxene) and felsic (plagioclase, Quartz & K-feldspar) minerals. Mafic rocks 

show a common medium grain size (3-5mm) and an abundance of ferromagnesian 

minerals including hornblende, biotite and clinopyroxene with plagioclase and they are 

compositionally gabbroic (see Chapter 4). Apart from these rock types, syenogranite, 

monzogranite, quartz diorite, monzodiorite, quartz monzodiorite, granodiorite, quartz 
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syenite and quartz monzonite have been identified in the MAIC by previous researchers 

(Wyborn, 1998; Tolman, 1998; Mark, 1998b & 1999), and evidences of magma mixing 

and mingling due to the intrusion of felsic units into the intermediate rocks.   

 

Most emphasis in this study has been on the zone of magmatic-hydrothermal transition 

textures, located in the central part of the MAIC. Tolman (1998) and Mark and Foster 

(2000) mapped various phases magmatic-hydrothermal transition zone from the MAIC. 

The description of rocks below is based on the author’s own observations. Observations 

and interpretations of Tolman (1998) are included and cited where appropriate. 

 

2.3.2.2. Brain Rocks 

These are albite+ quartz+ magnetite rich rocks with “balloon” or “sub-balloon” 

textures, as defined by Tolman (1998). They are observed at the central part of a 

syenodioritic pluton which is part of the MAIC. The pluton shows a compositional 

gradation from rim to the core; in which the more mafic rocks occurred at the rim and 

the brain rocks appeared at the core. Brain rocks occur either as discrete outcrops or 

veins in breccias or granites. The area where brain rocks were observed was considered 

to be a magmatic-hydrothermal transition zone by Tolman (1998) and Mark & Foster 

(2000), an interpretation verified by this study.  

 

Brain rock comprises irregular, polygonal or cuspate to crenulate shaped albite-quartz 

grains (Fig. 2.11A & B). Fine and transparent quartz and albite needles appear to 

coarsen inwards and commonly end in miarolitic cavities. These cavities are filled with 

equigranular quartz. The spaces between polygonal structures are filled with either 

magnetite or fine grained equigranular quartz (Chapter 3). A number of sub balloon 
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textured veins were also common in the intrusions and breccias of the area (Fig. 2.11C). 

The veins also consist of small polygonal structures of albite and quartz. The miarolitic 

cavities are filled with coarse equigranular quartz and the spaces between polygons 

with magnetite and/or actinolite.   

 

2.3.2.3. Zoned veins 

Zoned veins, originally described by Tolman (1998), are also indicative of magmatic-

hydrothermal transition. They contain different layers of magmatic and hydrothermal 

minerals including an outer lining of idiomorphic hydrothermal actinolite and apatite, 

with igneous-textured, interlocking plagioclase and rare quartz at the core (Fig. 2.11D 

& E). The origin of these minerals was confirmed by oxygen and deuterium isotopic 

studies by Mark and Foster (2000). The plagioclase in the magmatic-textured section of 

the veins is completely albitized, suggesting that sodic fluids were present during or 

soon after the crystallization of the veins.  

 

2.3.2.4. Magmatic breccia  

Magmatic-hydrothermal breccia is observed at some parts of the Mt. Angelay pluton, 

especially close to the magmatic-hydrothermal transition zones. These are very 

different from the hydrothermal breccias present in and around the SIC. The breccia 

observed here has sub angular granitic clasts from 1cm to 10cm containing amphibole, 

biotite, quartz, feldspars and plagioclases (Fig. 2.11F). The hydrothermal matrix is rich 

in amphiboles. The breccia is cut by late aplite veins. The sequence of magmatic clasts, 

hydrothermal matrix and then later aplite veins suggests that hydrothermal fluids and 

magma were present together in the top of this magma chamber (Tolman, 1998). 
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2.3.3. Other Saxby and Mt. Angelay Granite contact relationships 

The surface exposure of the SIC and MAIC are separated by the Cloncurry fault. The 

Mt. Angelay Granite is exposed exclusively on the western side of the Cloncurry fault. 

The majority of Saxby intrusions are exposed on the eastern side of the fault with some 

along the fault line and western side.   

 

Saxby Granite cuts calc-silicates of the Corella Formation and schists and psammites of 

the Soldiers Cap Group (Fig. 2.12A); and Mt. Angelay Granites intruded mainly into 

the calc-silicates with only rare contact zones with Soldiers Cap schists. Saxby 

intrusions often show country rock fragments in it, especially at the localities where 

multiple granitic intrusions are observed. The fragments include calc-silicates and 

pieces of mica schists with contact metamorphic equivalents (Fig. 2.12B & E). The 

local abundance of mafic minerals within Saxby and Mt. Angelay Granite along the 

contact zones is presumed to be due to the contamination from country rocks. In many 

localities, sodic alteration (albitisation) is very well developed along the contact zones, 

probably caused by fluid interaction between granite and wall rocks during granitic 

intrusion (e.g. Mark et al., 2004a&b; Oliver et al., 2004). 

 

Microgranites and aplites are often seen near the boundaries of the granitic intrusions, 

and are rich in felsic minerals, with a fine grain size (typically 0.5-1mm average). Rare 

outcrops of monzonites were also observed at the north eastern boundary of the SIC. 

The quartz monzonite from this area is medium to coarse grained (3-6mm) with 

amphiboles, biotites, feldspars and quartz. Minor outcrops of amphibolites were 

observed in the SIC and MAIC with fine grain size. The abundance of pegmatites and 
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quartz veins near the contacts, along with hydrothermal breccias with apparent 

magmatic derivation (Oliver et. al., 2006) confirm that the emplacement of the Saxby 

Igneous Complex was coincident with voluminous fluid release (Fig. 2.12C & D).  

 

Figure 2.11: Photographs taken from MAIC magmatic-hydrothermal zone. 2.11A & B: 

Sub-balloon textured rocks of Mt. Angelay igneous complex-Location – WPT 134; 

2.11C: Sub balloon textured veins of Mt. Angelay. The veins contain quartz, albite, 

magnetite and actinolite-Location-WPT 137; 2.11D & 2.11E: Veins of magmatic-

hydrothermal transition area. The veins have hydrothermal actinolite and apatite lining 
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with igneous plagioclase inside-Location-WPT 039; 2.11F: Granite breccia of Mt. 

Angelay igneous complex cut by late aplite veins. They are quite different in mineralogy 

and occurrence from the explosive breccias of Saxby-Location-WPT 038.  

 

2.4. Summary and Discussion 

The SIC and MAIC rocks comprise the younger phases of Williams Batholith and are 

well exposed in the central part of the Cloncurry district. The complexes are dominated 

by metaluminous, potassic, magnetite-bearing intrusive rocks, which intruded into the 

calc-silicate rocks of the Mary Kathleen Group and psammo-pelitic rocks of the 

Soldiers Cap Group between 1530 and 1500 Ma. The major rock types include granites, 

alkali granites, syenodiorites and gabbros. Other major rock types and structures 

include magmatic-hydrothermal transition veins and ‘brain rocks’ of Mt. Angelay, 

pegmatites and aplites, mixed/mingled rocks and explosive breccias emanating from the 

SIC. Intense sodic/ sodic-calcic alteration is abundant in both complexes, complicating 

geochemical interpretation.  

 

Granites occur commonly in both the SIC and MAIC, but there is a difference in the 

abundance of intermediate and mafic rocks in both of the complexes. MAIC contains 

abundant intermediate rocks mostly of syenodioritic composition. The presence of 

syenodiorites in the SIC is restricted to magma mixing/mingling zones, where granitic 

magma mingles and apparently mixes with syenodioritic magma. The SIC has more 

abundant mafic intrusions than the MAIC. The SIC thus mainly consists of granites and 

a large number of mafic intrusions, with limited pulses of intermediate magmas that 

might have intruded later. The MAIC apparently represents a more evolved pluton, 

which has limited mafic intrusions with more intermediate rock types and felsic rocks. 

The highly volatile nature of these rocks of the Williams Batholith is apparent from the  
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Figure 2.12: Photographs of various country rocks in SIC and MAIC. 2.12A: Bedded 

calc silicates of Corella Formation-Location-WPT 017; 2.12B: Contact aureole of 

Saxby Granite and Soldiers Cap Schists. The photo shows evidences of melting-

Location WPT 096; 2.12C: Late vein in Saxby Granite with secondary actinolite and 

quartz-Location WTP 002; 2.12D: Large, late quartz vein of Saxby. 2.12F: Clasts of 

country rocks within granite-Location WPT 146.   
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abundance of pegmatites, aplites and quartz veins in both complexes. The faults 

observed in some mingling zones in the SIC might not be a later event as they show 

abrupt changes in rock types rather than simple offsets, implying some active 

deformation accompanied some magma emplacement. 

 

The abundant mafic intrusions of the SIC vary with respect to mineralogy and texture. 

Equigranular gabbros are observed at many locations and they contain late amphibole + 

scapolite ± calcite veins (0.5-3cm wide) at places where they have close spatial 

association with calc-silicate rocks and breccias. The composition and small distance 

between country rocks and gabbros suggest wall rock interaction was the cause of vein 

formation. Porphyritic gabbro (spotty gabbro) is also observed as a distinct intrusion, 

and contains homogeneous distribution of mafic and felsic mineral clusters. The lack of 

visible mixing and compositional changes in ‘spotty gabbros’ suggest that this texture 

may have been derived from depth during its course of crystallization, rather than 

contamination at the exposed level.  

 

Many features of the SIC and MAIC suggest that the release of volatiles occurred 

synchronously with the crystallization of the final magmatic phases. In the case of the 

MAIC, this occurred within the main, but uppermost portion of the intrusions, where 

released fluids have apparently pooled to produce the range of unusual features 

described. This location is cited as magmatic-hydrothermal transition zone by other 

researchers (Tolman, 1998; Mark & Foster, 2000), based on the presence of brain 

rocks, and veins and breccias with magmatic-hydrothermal minerals. Balloon to sub-

balloon textures of albite-quartz-magnetite rocks suggest their formation from water 

saturated conditions, at low pressures. Tolman (1998) suggested a magmatic origin for 
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brain rocks due to their in situ occurrence within aplite in pegmatite-aplite dyke 

systems. He mapped the transition from magmatic sheeted breccia to magmatic-

hydrothermal breccia in detail and found a continuous enrichment in hydrothermal 

actinolite in the matrix. Evidences for magmatic-hydrothermal transition were also 

obtained from oxygen and deuterium isotope analyses, consistent with complex textural 

relationships (Mark and Foster, 2000). These results will be more discussed in the 

coming chapters.  

 

In the SIC, breccias emanating from the top of the intrusion are suggestive of a rapid 

release of magmatic-hydrothermal fluid, which is totally different to the volatile release 

style of the MAIC. The cross-cutting relations between breccias, and granites and 

country rocks confirm the explosive nature of Saxby breccias. An intrusion related 

origin is suggested for these breccia pipes, which caused from the fluid over pressuring 

due to CO2 volume expansion and the CO2 is thought to be sourced from abundant 

mafic intrusions of the SIC (Oliver et al., 2006; Bertelli, 2007).  

 

Fig. 2.13 summarizes the field relations of the SIC and MAIC. The two igneous 

complexes are demonstrated in the cartoon with variations in the abundance of different 

rock types. The different types of volatile release behaviour are inferred from the 

observed distribution and textures of the rock types seen in the field. The implications 

of the field relationships will be explored with other, analytical techniques in the next 

chapters. 
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Figure 2.13: Different rock types and structures observed in the SIC and MAIC. The 

SIC show magma mingling and presence of explosive breccia pipes and MAIC contain 

magmatic-hydrothermal transition rocks within syenodiorites. Both the complexes are 

overprinted by Na-Ca alteration. 
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Chapter 3: Petrography  

3.1. Introduction 

Petrographic work was undertaken on a variety of rocks from the field area. The 

petrography aims to resolve some of the issues raised by the field relationships, as well 

as provide the basis for interpretation of whole rock geochemistry, mineral chemistry, 

and fluid inclusions (Chapters 4, 5 & 6). In particular, the petrography is important to 

be able to distinguish various rock types and magmatic crystallization processes from 

sub-solidus hydrothermal processes, and also to determine what aspects of the 

crystallization of the intrusions relate specifically to release of magmatic-hydrothermal 

fluids during crystallization.  

 

This chapter describes the characteristics of various intrusive rock types of the Saxby 

(SIC) and Mt. Angelay (MAIC) Igneous Complexes (granites, alkali granites, 

granodiorites, syenodiorites, gabbros, micro-gabbros, brain rocks, pegmatites, aplites 

and quartz veins) and country rocks of Corella Formation and Soldiers Cap Group 

(calc-silicate rocks, mica schists and amphibolites).  

 

3.2. Petrography  

Normal and polished thin sections were prepared by the Petrographic lab, JCU and 

Vancouver Petrographics Ltd. Canada. All the samples were studied with a Leica-

DMRXP petrographic microscope at the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, 

James Cook University. 
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The igneous rock units in the study area include granites, alkali granites, granodiorites, 

syenodiorites, gabbros and microgabbros. For the ease of description, these rocks are 

classified into felsic, intermediate and mafic types with a number of subdivisions based 

on geochemical (see Chapter 4) and petrographic observations. Clinopyroxene, 

hornblende and biotite are the common ferro-magnesian minerals identified in Williams 

Batholith rocks, which comprise 5 to 40% of the total volume depending on the rock 

type. The major felsic minerals include plagioclase, quartz and K-feldspar with apatite, 

magnetite, zircon and titanite as accessories. Sodic and/or sodic-calcic alteration was 

observed in many of the felsic to intermediate samples and the intrusions were also 

cross-cut by albite rich veins in many locations (Fig. 3.1A). Albite is typically fine 

grained and replaces most other minerals. Sericite is the most widespread alteration 

product that overprints secondary albite in some rocks, but mostly affected igneous 

plagioclases. Magnetite is the common opaque mineral seen in all the samples, and has 

a strong correlation with the abundance of hornblende. Titanite and chlorite are the 

other two common alteration products, commonly associated with breakdown of biotite 

and/or hornblende. Estimated mineral modes for different rock types from the SIC and 

MAIC are presented in Table 3.1 and the mineral abbreviations used in this thesis are 

tabulated in appendix 2.   

 

Calc-silicate rocks, mica schists and amphibolites are the common country rocks 

studied during the petrographic work. Detailed analysis of these rocks was outside the 

scope of this study; however some samples were analysed for the halide content of 
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amphiboles and biotite (see Chapter 5), so the rocks are briefly described in the 

following pages. 

 

Location SIC SIC SIC MAIC MAIC MAIC 

Rock type Mafic Intermediate Felsic Mafic Intermediate Felsic 

Sample JB 12B JB 82C JB 15 JB 63 JB 6C JB 4 

       

Plagioclase 40 30 25 40 50 20 

Hornblende 35 20 <1 30 20 <2 

Biotite 10 20 5 10  <2 

Clinopyroxene 5   5 <1  

Apatite 3 5  2 10  

K-feldspar  <1 30  5 50 

Quartz <2 15 40 5 7 25 

Magnetite 5 5  5 5 <2 

Zircon     <1  

Titanite  2  <1   

       

Total 98 97 100 97 97 95 

       

 

Table 3.1: Representative mineral modal data for major and minor rock units. Data 

acquired from visual estimates of thin sections and rocks. 

 

3.2.1. Saxby Igneous Complex (SIC) 

3.2.1.1. Felsic rock types 

The least altered felsic rocks of the SIC come under three general categories on a total 

alkali vs silica diagram (see Chapter 4); granites, alkali granites and granodiorites. 

These leucocratic rocks are mainly composed of quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase. 

Minor amounts of biotite, hornblende and magnetite were also observed. The rocks are 

commonly medium to coarse in grain size (2 to 5mm) with most of the minerals 

showing subhedral shapes and interlocking grain boundaries. The typical igneous origin 
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of these rocks is also confirmed by myrmekite and perthite textures. Many plagioclase 

grains consist of rod like inclusions of quartz, i.e. myrmekite, an igneous texture 

formed by the eutectic intergrowth of quartz and sodic plagioclase (Fig. 3.1B). Perthite 

with narrow albite lamellae is commonly observed within the microcline host (Fig. 

3.1C). The common alteration product is sericite. Zoned minerals are uncommon in 

felsic rocks except some well zoned plagioclase in granodiorites. 

 

In granites and alkali granites, feldspar dominantly occurs as medium to coarse grained 

subhedral microcline and perthite crystals (25-40%) or fine to medium grained 

microcline ground mass (5-10%). Microcline is easily recognizable from its typical 

Carlsbad twinning (Fig. 3.1D) and they form large perthite grains with albite laths. 

Orthoclase is the typical feldspar in granodiorites with concentrations ranging up to 

10%. They commonly form medium sized subhedral grains which share mineral 

boundaries with plagioclase and quartz.  

 

The quartz ranges from 40-45% of the total volume with both fine and coarse grains. 

They commonly form subhedral crystals, in which most of them have good fluid 

inclusions. They also form small rod like shapes within plagioclases; myrmekite. In 

many samples, quartz is associated with fine grained albite and may in part be 

associated with the albitization process (Fig. 3.1E).  

 

Plagioclase occurs mostly as medium sized subhedral grains in granites, comprising 15 

to 20% of the mineralogy. The plagioclase content of granodiorites ranges up to 35%, 
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and they locally form well zoned crystals (Fig. 3.1F). The textures show that 

plagioclase is one of the first crystallizing minerals and they share mineral boundaries 

with coarse grained quartz and K-feldspars. Oligoclase is the main form of plagioclase 

and albite is also observed as thin laths in perthite and as an alteration product. The 

extent of alteration varies with some rocks showing completely sericitized plagioclases 

and some with altered cores and unaltered rims.  

 

Biotite appears to be an important ferromagnesian mineral in all felsic rocks with a 

typical percentage of 3 to 5% of the total volume, but in granodiorites, it may constitute 

up to 10%. Biotite occurs as isolated grains with perfect parallel cleavage and a 

hypidiomorphic texture. They share grain boundaries with plagioclase in the majority 

of cases. Yellow-green hornblende is rarely observed (≤2% of the total volume) in 

felsic rocks, and appear as anhedral grains with ragged edges. Both biotite and 

hornblende often appear to be chloritized. Magnetite is uncommon and in low 

abundance where present, but shows a close association with hornblende which is also 

not abundant in felsic rock units.  

 

3.2.1.2. Intermediate rock types 

In the SIC, rocks of intermediate composition are observed mostly at magma 

mixing/mingling locations, where felsic magma mingled and occasionally mixed with 

intermediate magma (Fig. 3.2A). The intermediate rocks are heterogeneous in grain 

size and mineralogy and show a common syenodioritic composition (see geochemical 

classification, Chapter 4). The grain sizes of Saxby syenodiorites vary from fine  
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Figure 3.1: Photographs showing different mineral & textural relationships in the SIC. 

3.1A: Albite veins cutting the rock-Sample JB 25A; 3.1B: Myrmekite-Sample JB 35B; 

3.1C: Perthite-Sample JB 15; 3.1D: Typical carlsbad twinning in microcline -Sample 

JB 15; 3.1E: Albite alteration in quartz-Sample JB 58; 3.1F: Zoned plagioclase in 

granodiorite-Sample JB 35A. The mineral abbreviations used are tabulated in 

Appendix 2.  
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(0.1mm) to coarse (5mm) depending on the degree of mixing; in which the unmixed 

samples display medium to coarse grains and mixed samples, fine grains. Mineral 

proportions vary according to mixing/mingling location; however quartz is commonly 

observed in mixed rocks with recrystallized hornblende and plagioclase. Syenodiorites 

are mesocratic rocks principally composed of clinopyroxenes, amphiboles, biotite, 

plagioclases and magnetite. Quartz, alkali feldspar and apatite are also observed in 

some rocks and the mineral shapes vary from euhedral to anhedral. Ophitic and sub-

ophitic textures are rarely observed in syenodiorites and the extent of alteration varies 

greatly, with albite, sericite, titanite and chlorite being the common alteration products. 

 

In syenodiorites, ferromagnesian minerals (clinopyroxenes, amphiboles and biotite) 

constitute ~40% of the volume. With some exceptions (noted below), textural relations 

indicate that most of the augite, hornblende and biotite in the syenodiorites are of 

igneous origin. Augite is the common pyroxene present in syenodiorites, which shows 

3
rd

 order interference colours and is typically subhedral to anhedral. It shares grain 

boundaries with amphiboles and plagioclases and is locally irregularly mantled by 

hornblende. In some samples the pyroxenes are replaced by actinolite (Fig.3.2B), or 

hornblende. Hornblende also shows subhedral to anhedral shapes and medium to coarse 

grain size with olive to deep greenish brown pleochroism. It occurs as part of clusters 

of mafic minerals (Fig.3.2C), but also as discrete grains, some of which contain 

euhedral apatite inclusions. In localities where magma mixing/mingling is observed, the 

syenodioritic samples may contain recrystallized hornblende (see Chapter 5). The 

recrystallized amphiboles share sutured or smooth grain boundaries with quartz, and 
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form triple junctions, or, rarely, may include quartz (Fig. 3.2D). They show paler blue-

green pleochroism. Hornblende is altered to actinolite and biotite and in extreme cases 

to chlorite and titanite. Biotite occurs as plates and anhedral grains, locally within mafic 

mineral clusters. Unaltered biotite grains are rarely observed; in most of the samples, 

chlorite and titanite were observed as alteration products, concentrated along biotite 

cleavage planes (Fig.3.2E). Biotite is also observed as alteration patches in hornblende 

(Fig.3.2F).  

 

Medium grained, euhedral to subhedral plagioclase laths comprises ~40% of the rock. 

They are generally oligoclase (see Chp.5), which show common oscillatory twinning. 

In many syenodiorites, hornblende, biotite and oligoclase share sharp grain boundaries 

and the textures indicating igneous origin. Sericite alteration is commonly most 

developed in the core of plagioclase grains decreasing in intensity toward the rim 

(Fig.3.3A).  

 

Quartz is observed in many syenodiorites, ranging from trace amounts to ~15% of the 

total mineral volume. It is a late phase, occurring as anhedral masses, and some contain 

small fluid inclusions. In samples from mixing/mingling localities, recrystallized quartz 

grains are very common and they share triple junctions with hornblende and augite 

(Fig.3.2D).  
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Figure 3.2A: Microphotograph of mingled zone with fine grained mafic and coarse grained 

felsic rocks-Sample JB 37B; 3.2B: Amphiboles replacing pyroxenes-Sample JB 37D; 3.2C: 

Clusters of hornblende in syenodiorite from recrystallized rocks of mixed/mingled zone-

Sample JB 37C; 3.2D: Triple junctions between quartz and hornblende in recrystallized 

syenodiorite from mixed/mingled area-Sample JB 37C; 3.2E: Altered cleavage planes of 

biotite with chlorite and titanite -Sample JB 37H; 3.2F: Biotite alteration in hornblende-

Sample JB 82C. The mineral abbreviations are listed in Appendix 2.  
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Late, fine to medium grained microcline is locally observed in Saxby syenodiorites and 

they occur as anhedral groundmass (the name syenodiorite is purely based on 

geochemistry). Euhedral to rounded apatites are also present as discrete grains in the 

matrix. They are present from trace amounts to ~2% of the total mineral volume. 

Magnetite is a common opaque mineral observed in all syenodiorites. It has a close 

association with ferromagnesian minerals, particularly hornblende, and with titanite in 

many samples. Titanite and magnetite may thus be late igneous or sub-solidus 

breakdown products of earlier-formed titaniferrous mafic minerals. 

 

3.2.1.3. Mafic rock types 

Gabbro and microgabbro (dolerite) are the main mafic rocks in the SIC. They are 

composed primarily of clinopyroxene, amphiboles, biotite and plagioclases. Magnetite 

is very common in all the samples with apatite as a major accessory. Alkali feldspar 

and quartz are also present in trace amounts. Gabbros exhibit a variety of textures 

ranging from fine to coarse grained and from equigranular to porphyritic; in porphyritic 

samples, the phenocrysts are plagioclases and clusters of hornblende and biotite. In 

addition, interlocking and ophitic and sub-ophitic textures also support a typical 

magmatic origin for these mafic rocks. Coarse and medium grained gabbros are very 

common than fine grained micro-gabbros. Porphyritic gabbros contain small mafic 

clusters or glomerocrysts, commonly a few millimetres across, consisting 

predominantly of green hornblende and brown biotite; hornblende is by far the more 

abundant phase. Magnetite and apatite also occur in mafic clusters. Subsolidus 
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alteration features are variably developed and highly altered samples have large 

concentrations of sericite, titanite and chlorite. 

 

Augite is the typical clinopyroxene observed in gabbros and is often found associated 

with hornblende. Augite shows 3
rd

 order interference colours and anhedral to subhedral 

shapes. Hornblende is one of the most abundant mafic minerals and occurs in mafic 

clusters with biotite and as discrete grains. They exhibit green to greenish brown 

pleochroism, subhedral shapes and medium to coarse grain size. Hornblende often 

contains inclusions of other minerals including apatite and magnetite (Fig. 3.3B). 

Euhedral apatite grains and small plagioclase laths create ophitic and sub ophitic 

textures with hornblende (Fig.3.3C & D). Gabbros, that are spatially associated with 

breccias and calc-silicate rocks, show amphiboles, which are bluish in colour and are 

identified as late edenite (see Ch. 5) (Fig.3.3E). These amphiboles occur in fine grained 

veinlets, commonly 1mm to 3cm wide that cross cut the mafic rock and internally show 

a typical recrystallized fabric (Fig.3.3F). Biotite also occurs as subhedral grains in 

clusters with hornblende and as plates and as anhedral grains. They are also present 

along the alteration patches in hornblende. Euhedral apatite grains are rarely observed 

in biotite and chlorite is the main alteration product.  

 

Plagioclases are very common in gabbros and they constitute ~40% of the rock. The 

plagioclase compositions vary from oligoclase to anorthite with most values ranging in 

between andesine and oligoclase (see Chp.5). They occur as phenocrysts, small 

randomly oriented euhedral laths with complex oscillatory zoning, and as irregular  
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Figure 3.3A: Plagioclase with sericitized core-Sample JB 82C; 3.3B: Apatite inclusions 

within hornblende. Chloritized biotite and sericite is also present-Sample JB 25A; 3.3C: 

Plagioclase laths creating ophitic textures in augite-Sample JB 67; 3.3D: Plagioclase laths 

creating sub-ophitic textures in augite-Sample JB 67; 3.3E: Late edenite in gabbros 

associated with country rocks-Sample JB 67; 3.3F: Late amphibole veins in gabbros 

associated with country rocks-Sample JB 76. Mineral abbreviations are listed in Appendix 2. 
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grains in the matrix. Well zoned plagioclase crystals with andesine at the core and 

oligoclase at the rim are also observed. In many plagioclase grains, the cores are 

commonly altered to fine grained sericite and in rare cases plagioclase crystals are 

entirely pseudomorphed by sericite (Fig.3.4).  

 

Quartz is observed in some gabbros especially in the porphyritic varieties. It occurs as 

late, anhedral masses with minute fluid inclusions. Microcline is also rarely observed as 

a groundmass phase. Apatite and magnetite comprise a minor, but notable percentage 

of mafic rocks. Apatite occurs as inclusions within mafic clusters (Fig.3.3B). Magnetite 

and primary titanite occur in association with hornblende.  

 

  
 

 

3.2.1.4. Mixed/mingled rocks 

Mixed/mingled rocks are observed at many locations in the SIC. Mingled rocks contain 

light and dark coloured portions which are of granitic and syenodioritic composition 

respectively. The granites contain K-feldspar, quartz and plagioclase with minor 

amounts of biotite and hornblende. Syenodiorites are primarily composed of 
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Figure 3.4: Core sericitization in 

zoned plagioclase-Sample JB 67. 

Mineral abbreviations are listed in 

Appendix 2. 
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ferromagnesian minerals and plagioclases. Limited mixing is also shown by many 

mingled rocks, especially along the mafic-felsic boundary. Hornblende and quartz are 

abundantly present along the mixing zones (1-3cm wide) and appear to be 

recrystallized, which form fine and rounded grains with sutured boundaries and ~120° 

triple junctions. This simultaneous occurrence of hornblende and quartz, which were 

part of two different magma types (syenodiorites and granites respectively), suggest 

that they were formed by the mixing of different magmas. Inferred sub-solidus 

alteration varies in intensity from one location to another, and most altered samples 

show high concentrations of albite, sericite and chlorite.  

 

3.2.1.5. Magmatic-hydrothermal breccia 

Breccias from the SIC contain clasts of calc-silicate rocks, and minor granite, pegmatite 

and gabbro. Most metasedimentary calc-silicate clasts are sub angular to sub rounded 

and range in size from one to a few centimetres, with rare examples being in m-to 10m-

scale clasts (see also Oliver et. al., 2006). Calc-silicate rocks consist of alternate bands 

of albite and amphiboles. The breccia matrix is enriched in albite, actinolite, magnetite 

and calcite. Trace titanite was also observed. Albite alteration is locally pervasive, and 

overprints most of the primary mineral assemblage and appears pink coloured in hand 

specimen. The granite clasts may be up to several metres across, and have K-feldspar, 

quartz, plagioclase and biotite. Gabbro mineralogy was not determined but their 

occurrence has been noted in similar breccias in many other locations in the district 

(Oliver et. al., 2006). The gabbros appeared similar to the main bodies in the field area. 
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3.2.2. Mt. Angelay Igneous Complex (MAIC)  

3.2.2.1. Felsic rock types 

The felsic rock units identified from the MAIC during this study comprise pink 

coloured granites and alkali granites. They are primarily composed of alkali feldspars, 

perthite, quartz and plagioclases. Biotite and hornblende are the common 

ferromagnesian minerals with trace amounts of magnetite, titanite and zircon. These 

leucocratic rocks commonly display a medium to coarse grain size (3-8 mm) with the 

majority of the minerals exhibiting subhedral shapes. The minerals show interlocking 

grain boundaries and myrmekite and perthite intergrowth textures. Albite and sericite 

are the common alteration products with many samples showing partial to complete 

alteration.  

 

Feldspars primarily are microcline with modal abundance ranging from 30 to 50%. It 

appears as large individual grains and perthite crystals and as minor groundmass. They 

show euhedral, medium to coarse grains with perfect carlsbad twinning. The microcline 

grains appear to be comparatively unaltered.  

 

Quartz often forms subhedral, coarse grains with abundant fluid inclusions that 

comprise a major part of the rock (25-50%). It is also observed as a groundmass phase 

with microcline and plagioclase. Intergrowth textures between quartz and plagioclase 

(e.g. myrmekite) are common (Fig.3.5A).  
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Plagioclase occurs mostly as medium to coarse grained subhedral crystals comprising 

up to 10-15% of the mode. The coarse grains are perthitic, with narrow albite lamellae 

within microcline (Fig.3.5B). Medium grains are non-perthitic and are found as part of 

ground mass. Sericite alteration is often developed in plagioclase cores.     

 

Biotite and hornblende are the only two mafic minerals present in Mt. Angelay Granites 

and their abundances vary from 2 to 5% of the rock. They commonly occur as isolated 

grains with ragged boundaries, rarely associated with magnetite and titanite. Biotite is 

altered to chlorite in many instances. Zoned zircon crystals are also identified in Mt. 

Angelay Granites in rare cases (Fig.3.5C).  

 

       
 

 
 

Figure 3.5: Photographs showing 

various mineral & textural relationship 

in the MAIC. 3.5A: Myrmekite 

intergrowth between albite and quartz- 

Sample JB 4; 3.5B: Perthite between 

microcline and albite- Sample JB 4; 

3.4C: Zoned zircons in Mt. Angelay 

Granite- Sample JB 4. 
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3.2.2.2. Intermediate rock types 

Intrusions with intermediate composition are abundant in the MAIC and they show a 

typical syenodioritic composition (see Chapter 4). Syenodiorites generally contain 

medium to coarse minerals (1-5 mm) with subhedral shapes. The mineralogy is 

dominated by plagioclase, hornblende and biotite with clinopyroxene, apatite, 

magnetite and zircon in trace amounts. In some samples, either orthoclase or microcline 

is also observed and many rocks contain quartz in significant amounts. The major 

mineralogical difference between the syenodiorites from the SIC and MAIC is quartz, 

found only in mixed syenodiorites from the SIC but very commonly observed in the 

MAIC in all syenodiorites. The minerals show interlocking grain boundaries and local 

myrmekite and perthite textures, confirming an igneous origin. Alteration is variable 

and albite, sericite, chlorite and titanite are the common alteration products.  

 

Hornblende and biotite are the main ferromagnesian minerals that comprise 35-40% of 

the mineralogy. They appear as discrete grains and laths, often together at mafic 

clusters and as subhedral, medium to coarse grains. Hornblende displays green to 

brown pleochroism and the grain boundaries are altered to actinolite and biotite in some 

places. Biotite grains are partially or completely altered to chlorite and/or titanite at 

many instances, especially along the cleavage planes. Rare clinopyroxene is also 

observed in some samples and diopside is the common type (see Chapter 5). 

 

Plagioclase is the most abundant leucocratic mineral, which often show coarse, 

euhedral grains in syenodiorites, typically oligoclase. Zoned crystals are also observed 
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at some instances with Ca-rich cores and Ca-poor rims (see Chp.5). The abundance of 

sericite varies, from minor alteration in the core to completely sericitized plagioclase 

grains (Fig.3.6A & B).  

 

Quartz often occurs as anhedral interstitial grains and occasionally as inclusions in 

amphiboles and plagioclases (Fig.3.6C & D); the latter imply early growth. The amount 

of quartz varies from trace amounts to ~20%.  

 

       
 

       
Figure 3.6A & 3.6B: Plagioclase with sericite core in syenodiorite. This type of alteration 

is commonly observed in partially altered samples-Samples JB 6C & JB 8B; 3.6C: Late 

anhedral quartz infill within plagioclase-Sample JB 6C; 3.6D: Quartz inclusions in 

plagioclase from syenodiorites-Sample JB 6C. Mineral abbreviations are tabulated in 

Appendix 2. 
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Apatite, titanite and magnetite are commonly observed in Mt. Angelay intermediate 

rocks with considerable amounts of well zoned zircons (Fig.3.7A & B). Apatite often 

occurs as inclusions within hornblende (Fig.3.7C & D). Titanite and magnetite are also 

observed associated with hornblende (Fig.3.7C & E).  

 

3.2.2.3. Mafic rock types 

Mafic rocks are less common in the MAIC than in the SIC. These melanocratic rocks 

are primarily composed of plagioclases, amphiboles, biotite and clinopyroxene. Quartz, 

alkali feldspar, apatite, magnetite and titanite are present in trace quantities. The rocks 

exhibit subhedral, medium to coarse minerals (1-5 mm) with equigranular texture. 

Highly altered rocks contain abundant sericite, titanite and chlorite.  

 

Ferromagnesian minerals comprise 35-45% of the mineralogy and they include 

hornblende, biotite and clinopyroxene. They commonly occur in clusters as subhedral 

to euhedral grains, ranging from medium to coarse sizes. Hornblende shows olive green 

to greenish brown pleochroism and inclusions of apatite. The intensity of hornblende 

alteration varies between samples and often occurs as actinolite, biotite and chlorite. 

Igneous biotite displays parallel extinction and good cleavage zones. Biotite alteration 

is restricted to chlorite along its cleavage zones in many cases, but in extreme cases the 

entire grain is converted to chlorite and titanite. Diopside is the typical pyroxene 

observed in Mt. Angelay gabbros (see Chp.5). They occur as anhedral grains that range 

from trace amounts to ~20% of the total volume.  
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Figure 3.7A & 3.7B: Zoned zircons in Mt. Angelay syenodiories- Sample JB 6C; 3.7C: 

Apatite and magnetite in hornblende from syenodiorite. The sample is highly altered 

with abundant sericite- Sample JB 60C; 3.7D: Apatite inclusions in hornblende- 

Sample JB 6E; 3.7E: Apatite and magnetite inclusions in hornblende- Sample JB 6E. 

Mineral abbreviations are listed in Appendix 2. 
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Plagioclase is the most abundant felsic mineral in gabbros. It appears as medium 

grained euhedral to subhedral laths that share grain boundaries with primary 

ferromagnesian minerals. It often makes ophitic and sub-ophitic textures with 

hornblende. Zoned plagioclase crystals are also observed in some samples, but the high 

degree of sericitization makes them difficult to identify. Partially sericitized samples 

contain plagioclases with sericitized cores.   

 

Although quartz and microcline occur as late phases in trace amounts, the geochemistry 

defines them as gabbros based on the total silica content (Chapter 4). Magnetite and 

apatite form anhedral and euhedral grains in hornblende respectively. Titanite is also 

observed associated with hornblende.   

 

3.2.2.4. Brain Rocks 

Brain rocks from the MAIC show a distinctive appearance in outcrop, which elsewhere 

have been interpreted as representing volatile release in the latest stages of magmatic 

crystallization (see Ch. 2 & 6). They are typically composed of plagioclase and quartz 

with magnetite (Fig.3.8A). The common plagioclase is albite that occurs in irregular 

polygonal cuspate-crenulate shapes similar to quartz. The texture contains fine and 

transparent needles of albite and quartz, which appear to coarsen inwards and 

commonly end in miarolitic cavities. These cavities were later filled with quartz and the 

spaces between polygonal structures were filled with magnetite. In some samples, the 

spaces between polygons are filled with fine quartz crystals and they appear as white 

lines at mesoscopic scales (Fig.3.8B). Brain textures were observed in a number of 
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veins too (Fig.3.8C & D). The veins show spherulitic intergrowth between albite and 

quartz with magnetite and/or actinolite and/or titanite. The quartz grains present in 

brain rocks are rich in a variety of fluid inclusions (see Chapter 6).  

 

3.2.2.5. Magmatic-hydrothermal veins 

Magmatic-hydrothermal transition veins contain a number of minerals including 

actinolite, plagioclase, quartz, magnetite, apatite and titanite. The veins have aplite-

textured plagioclase and quartz at the core with an outer lining of hydrothermal 

actinolite with local apatite. Previous oxygen isotope studies in the area suggest both 

magmatic and hydrothermal origin for various minerals in these veins (Mark and 

Foster, 2000). The plagioclases are fine grained and occur as euhedral laths with 

complex oscillatory twinning (Fig.3.8E). Quartz is also fine grained and appears to be 

of igneous origin like plagioclase. Actinolite is medium to coarse grained and is locally 

present as unusually large anhedral grains. They lack igneous textures and are highly 

altered, consistent with a hydrothermal origin suggested by Mark and Foster (2000). 

Titanite and magnetite are present as anhedral masses.     

 

3.2.2.6. Granite breccia 

Breccias of magmatic-hydrothermal origin contain sub-angular granitic clasts 

embedded in a hydrothermal matrix. The granitic clasts contain quartz, plagioclase and 

feldspars with minor hornblende and biotite. The hydrothermal matrix is rich in 

amphiboles, particularly actinolite. They are often cut by late aplite veins. These rocks 

are observed at locations close to the brain-rock textured magmatic-hydrothermal 
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transition zones within the MAIC and are different from the milled hydrothermal 

breccias present in the SIC. 

       
 

       
 

 

Figure 3.8A: Typical spherulitic 

intergrowth between quartz and albite 

surrounded by actinolite in brain rocks; 

3.8B: Fine quartz along the space between 

polygons in brain rock; 3.8C: Sub balloon 

textured vein with albite, quartz, titanite and 

actinolite in crossed nicols; 3.8D: Sub 

balloon textured vein with albite, quartz, 

titanite and actinolite in open nicols; 3.8E: Igneous plagioclase cluster with oscillatory 

twinning in magmatic-hydrothermal vein. All the photographs were taken from sample JB 

64B and the mineral abbreviations used are listed in Appendix 2.  
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3.2.3. Rock types common to both the SIC and MAIC 

3.2.3.1. Pegmatites 

These are leucocratic rocks with a coarse grain size of several centimetres. The 

dominant minerals include quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase with minor 

amphibole, biotite and magnetite. Perthitic intergrowth between albite and orthoclase is 

very common (Fig.3.9A). Quartz from many pegmatites is rich in fluid inclusions and 

they often show graphic intergrowth textures with orthoclase and perthite (Fig.3.9B).  

 

 
 

 
 

 

1mm 

A 

B 

1.5cm 

Figure 3.9A: Perthite between albite 

and orthoclase- Sample JB 36 

Figure 3.9B: Graphic texture-  

Sample JB 36 
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3.2.3.2. Aplites 

Aplite is dominated by quartz and plagioclase with fine grained to aphanitic textures. 

They show a more equigranular texture without the graphic intergrowths observed in 

other igneous rock units.  

 

3.2.4. Country Rocks 

3.2.4.1. Calc-silicate rocks 

The term ‘calc-silicate rock’ refers to rocks containing Ca-Si-bearing minerals that 

were derived by contact and/or regional metamorphism of original impure calcareous 

sediments (Corella Formation). Calc-silicate rocks show both banded and massive 

varieties. Banded calc-silicate rocks contain alternating bands of dark and light 

coloured minerals. The dark bands include hornblende, actinolite and magnetite, and 

the light bands are composed of plagioclase, scapolite and small amounts of quartz. The 

massive calc-silicate rocks contain a number of minerals including clinopyroxene, 

hornblende, plagioclase, scapolite, quartz, calcite, magnetite and biotite. Secondary 

minerals include sericite, titanite, and chlorite, commonly highly abundant and making 

recognition of earlier textures difficult. 

 

The calcite content of the rocks decreases with proximity to the SIC and MAIC, most 

likely reflecting contact metamorphic decarbonation reactions. Away from the intrusive 

rocks, clinopyroxene and hornblende are absent, whereas actinolite is locally present as 

the only amphibole. Consistent with other work in the region (Mark 2001; Foster and 

Rubenach 2006), this suggests that the calc-silicate rocks were regionally 
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metamorphosed to upper greenschist facies. The presence of clinopyroxene and 

hornblende in close proximity to the granites is consistent with their metamorphism to 

hornblende hornfels facies.  

 

3.2.4.2. Mica Schists 

Mica schists collected from the study area are foliated, primarily composed of biotite, 

muscovite and quartz. Plagioclase is also present occasionally. Biotites show brown to 

greenish brown pleochroism. The minerals show evidence of recrystallization and triple 

junctions at grain boundaries. Alteration is very common and the major alteration 

product is chlorite. Rarely, the assemblage contains sillimanite and/or cordierite in 

rocks nearby the main study area, and assemblages recorded in pelitic schists proximal 

to the SIC record maximum P-T conditions of 675°C at 280 MPa (Oliver et. al., 2006; 

Rubenach et. al., 2008). Away from the granites, aluminous pelites of the Snake Creek 

Anticline record amphibolite-facies regional metamorphic conditions from garnet-zone 

to sillimanite zone (Rubenach et. al., 2008). However, the dominant assemblages found 

in the study area do not show assemblages well suited for P-T calculations. Some 

samples were analysed to check the halogen contents of biotite (Chapter 5).   

 

3.2.4.3. Amphibolites 

A number of small amphibolite bodies were also observed in the study area and are 

mostly foliated. They are primarily composed of hornblende, plagioclase and quartz 

with small amounts of biotite and magnetite. The rocks are fine grained and show 
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recrystallization textures. They appear in dyke forms with recessive weathering but 

have not been studied in any detail.  

 

3.3. Summary and conclusions 

The intrusive rock units of the SIC and MAIC comprise granites, alkali granites, 

granodiorites, syenodiorites, gabbros, microgabbros, sub-balloon textured rocks, 

pegmatites, aplites and quartz veins. They contain a variety of minerals ranging from 

fine to coarse sizes with a common subhedral texture. Hornblende, biotite, 

augite/diopside, plagioclase, K-feldspar and quartz are the common minerals identified 

in these intrusive rocks with apatite, magnetite, titanite and zircon as accessory 

minerals. The minerals display a number of intergrowth textures including myrmekite, 

perthite and graphic textures commonly in felsic and intermediate units, and ophitic and 

sub-ophitic textures in mafic rocks. Intensity of alteration is variable, but many samples 

show albite, sericite, actinolite, chlorite and titanite as the common alteration minerals.  

 

The rocks from the SIC and MAIC show variations in mineralogy and texture. Granites 

and alkali granites are the common felsic rock units observed in both igneous 

complexes. They dominantly consist of medium to coarse grains of microcline, quartz 

and plagioclase with minor biotite and hornblende. The intermediate rocks show a 

general syenodioritic composition, which are abundantly observed in the MAIC. In the 

SIC, they occur particularly along the magma mixing/mingling locations. Syenodiorites 

mainly contain hornblende, biotite and plagioclases with small percentages of 

clinopyroxenes, K-feldspar and quartz. Apatite, magnetite and titanite are present as 
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accessory with presence of zoned zircons typically in the Mt. Angelay samples.  

Recrystallization textures are observed in syenodiorites from the SIC and they contain 

quartz, hornblende and retrograded augite with triple junction boundaries. The igneous 

clinopyroxenes observed in the MAIC are typically diopside (see Ch.5). Gabbros are 

abundant in the SIC compared to the MAIC, and they show fine to coarse and 

equigranular to porphyritic varieties. The gabbro mineralogy is dominated by 

hornblende, biotite and plagioclase with local occurrences of quartz, K-feldspars and 

clinopyroxenes. Gabbros that occur close to the country rocks contain secondary 

amphiboles in the form of edenite (see Ch.5). Apatite and magnetite are common 

accessory minerals in gabbros.  

 

On the basis of petrographic relations including grain size, shape, and textural 

variations, an approximate order of crystallization in the felsic, intermediate and mafic 

rocks is as follows:  

 

In granites, microcline, perthite and quartz form the early phenocrysts with early minor 

biotite and hornblende, followed by late, medium grained albite, oligoclase, quartz and 

microcline.  

 

Syenodiorites contain early phases of augite, diopside, hornblende, apatite, plagioclase 

laths and biotite with late phases including groundmass plagioclase, quartz, feldspar 

and magnetite. Recrystallized quartz is present in the mixing/mingling zones of the SIC 

and retrograde augite is also noticed mantling recrystallized hornblende.   
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In gabbros, early phases include augite, hornblende, apatite, plagioclase laths and 

biotite; late phases include ground mass plagioclase, quartz, microcline and magnetite. 

In the porphyritic varieties, the phenocrysts indicate slow, simultaneous crystallization 

of plagioclase, hornblende and biotite.   

 

Pegmatite, aplite, brain rocks and quartz veins represent the late stages of igneous 

activity and they contain intergrowth textures between plagioclases, quartz and K-

feldspars with minor iron oxides. 

 

The petrographic and field observations form the basis of various interpretations from 

whole rock geochemistry and mineral chemistry which will be explored in detail in the 

following chapters.  
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Chapter 4: Whole Rock Geochemistry 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the major and trace element chemistry of various intrusive units 

of the Saxby (SIC) and Mt. Angelay (MAIC) Igneous Complexes. The analyses were 

conducted on samples that represent volumetrically abundant rock types in each 

igneous complex as well as the compositional spectrum. The geochemical work aims 

to confirm the composition and nature of the Saxby and Mt. Angelay igneous rocks 

which were partly revealed from field observations (Chapter 2) and microscopic 

studies (Chapter 3); in particular to determine the relationship, if any, between the 

lithological subdivisions of the complexes, and the role of magmatic processes (e.g. 

fractionation, magma mixing/mingling and differentiation) during crystallization and 

magmatic-hydrothermal fluid release. The geochemical results also provide the basis 

for detailed mineral compositional studies and a comparison of these gives important 

results (see Chapter 5).    

 

4.2. Cloncurry intrusions 

During the early Proterozoic (1880-1840 Ma), extensive, compositionally uniform 

granitoid emplacement occurred through out the Australian continent (Page et. al., 

1984; Page, 1988). Several Mesoproterozoic Cloncurry intrusions (1550-1500 Ma) 

are similar to these average Australian Proterozoic granitoids in both chemistry and 

emplacement style (Wyborn, 1988; Wyborn et. al., 1987, 1988 & 1992); however 

they are much younger than the common Paleoproterozoic intrusions. These intrusive 

rocks are of particular interest due to their spatial and temporal association with 

various Fe-oxide-Cu-Au deposits (e.g. Cloncurry IOCG deposits); however, both 
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magmatic and non-magmatic sources have been suggested for the genesis of IOCGs 

(Rotherham et. al., 1998; Barton & Johnson, 1996 & 2000; Mark et. al., 2000; Perring 

et. al., 2000; Williams & Skirrow, 2000; Pollard, 2001, 2006; Williams et. al., 2005 

and many others).  

 

Saxby (SIC) and Mt. Angelay (MAIC) Igneous Complexes comprise the younger 

phases (1530-1500 Ma) of Cloncurry intrusions (Page and Sun, 1998; Foster and 

Rubenach, 2006). They commonly contain mafic, intermediate and felsic intrusive 

rocks, which are potassium rich, Y-undepleted and Sr-depleted, and many granitoids 

show A-type geochemical affinities (Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999 & 2001; Mark 

et. al., 2005). Magma mixing and mingling is common in many locations; in which 

the mafic magma appears as enclaves within felsic bodies with localized mixing, 

suggesting the coeval emplacement of mafic and felsic magma. Most researchers 

proposed the possibility of separate magma batches for the generation of mafic and 

felsic intrusions in Cloncurry (Pollard et. al., 1998; Wyborn, 1998; Mark, 1999 & 

2001; Mark et. al., 2005), based on a number of aspects including field and timing 

relationships (Pollard et. al., 1998), geochronology (Wyborn, 1998; Mark, 2001; 

Mark et. al., 2005), seismic studies (Goleby et. al., 1996; Goncharov et. al., 1997) and 

various geochemical analyses (Mitchell, 1993; Wyborn, 1998; Pollard et. al., 1998; 

Mark, 1999 & 2001; Mark et. al., 2005).  

 

Previous studies by Wyborn (1998) in Williams and Naraku batholiths detected both 

crustal and mantle derived signatures in Cloncurry granitoids. She suggested that 

these widespread intrusions formed by the re-melting of mantle derived sources, 

initially emplaced into the lower crust in the Late Archean/early Palaeoproterozoic. 
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This underplated mantle material is interpreted as the high velocity zone, which is 

situated at a palaeodepth of ~30km beneath the Williams and Naraku batholith 

(Goleby et. al., 1996; Goncharov et. al., 1997). However, individual studies on the 

mafic and felsic intrusions by later researchers suggested separate source regions and 

high temperatures (mafic >960°C and felsic >900°C) for intrusions with different 

degrees of partial melting to produce these rocks (Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999 & 

2001; Mark et. al., 2005). The HREE enrichment (Pollard et. al., 1998) and patterns 

of decreasing εNd with increasing SiO2 (Mark et. al., 2005) in mafic intrusions of 

MAIC support a more gabbroic, mantle derived source. For felsic intrusions, two 

different crustal source components were identified. It is suggested that the remelting 

of mafic underplated material at the base of the crust caused the generation of some 

of the felsic intrusions, particularly of trondhjemitic composition (Mark, 2001). 

However, the widespread K-rich intrusions were formed by the high T melting of 

lower crustal material of tonalitic to granodioritic composition, which was induced by 

the injection of mantle derived mafic material into lower crust (Pollard et. al., 1998; 

Mark, 1999 & 2001). The Sm-Nd isotopic ratios and large Nd TDM ages associated 

with primary magmatic processes are indicative of such a lower crustal material 

source (Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999 & 2001; Mark et. al., 2005). Furthermore, 

the episodic timing of coeval mafic and felsic magmatism is interpreted to suggest an 

intimate temporal and thermal link between the injection of mantle derived material 

into the crust, and generation of granitic magmas. This magma periodicity is 

interpreted to have occurred as a result of repeated, short lived, slab rollback from a 

distal arc, which initiated the emplacement of mantle derived melts into the crust 

(Mark et. al., 2005). 
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The geochemical results presented here focus on the variation in the chemistry and 

evolution of mafic, intermediate and felsic intrusions from the SIC and MAIC with 

implications for their source regions and their relation with IOCG ore genesis.  

 

4.3. Samples and methodology 

The intensity of sodic-calcic alteration and weathering is variable in these rocks. The 

felsic intrusions appeared to be more prone to both alteration and weathering, with 

weathered rinds up to 10 mm thick. Comparatively fresh rocks with good 

preservation of primary minerals were selected for geochemical studies; slight 

geochemical changes associated with weak alteration are also considered (below). 10-

20 kg samples were collected for the analyses and each sample was crushed using a 

hydraulic press and ground into fine powder using W-carbide mills at the 

petrographic laboratory, JCU. Major and trace element compositions were determined 

through X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRF) and Inductively Coupled Plasma 

Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) at the Advanced Analytical Centre, JCU. 

 

Major and trace element XRF analyses were carried out on fused glass discs and 

pressed powder pellets respectively. Approximately 2 grams of each sample were 

ignited in a muffle furnace at 1000°C for a minimum of four hours to determine loss 

on ignition (LOI). The fused glass discs were prepared by mixing the ignited sample 

powder with Norrish Hutton flux in 1:8 proportions. The mixture was then fused in a 

platinum crucible for 10 minutes at 1100°C, which produced homogenous glass beads 

of 40mm diameter. The pressed powder fillets were prepared from approximately 

6.5g of unignited sample, which was mixed with 4-5 drops of ethyl cellulose. This 

was then pressed into a pellet in an aluminium cup of 32mm diameter. The specimens 
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were analysed in a Bruker-AXS S4 Pioneer XRF Spectrometer and the data collected 

from various scan ranges are processed through Bruker-AXS Spectra-plus Software. 

The standards used for major and trace elements are AGV-2 and BHVO-2 

respectively. The elements identified by XRF analysis were Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mn, Mg, 

Ca, Na, K, P, S, Sc, Ba, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, As, Pb, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Th and 

U.   

 

For ICP-MS analysis, the samples were digested using a microwave oven (Milestone 

1200 Mega) and about 0.1 g samples were weighed and then taken into the digestion 

vessel. 2.5 ml Supra Pure (Merk Germany) double distilled HNO3, 1 ml Super Pure 

HClO4 and 0.5 ml AR Grade HF were added into the vessel. The mixture sat in a 

fume hood for about 1 hour to let the reaction complete. The vessels were loaded into 

the microwave oven and then the samples were heated to 220°C and kept at this 

temperature for 10 minutes. After cooling, the digested samples were quantitatively 

transferred into a PTFE beaker and heated on a hotplate to near dryness. Then the 

samples were dissolved in 10% HNO3 and quantitatively transferred to a 50 ml 

volumetric flask and diluted to the mark using Milli-Q water.  

 

The ICP-MS analysis was carried out on a Varian 820-MS Inductively Coupled 

Plasma Mass Spectrometer. A series of multi-element standard solutions were used to 

calibrate the instrument and In was used as the internal standard to correct for 

instrumental drift and matrix effects. A Certified Reference Material AGV 2 Andesite 

was used as the quality control sample, which underwent the same digestion 

procedure as the samples, and was measured along with the samples. The results of 

the standard analyses showed good agreement with the certified values. The elements 
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identified by ICP-MS analysis were Ce, Dy, Er, Eu, Gd, Ho, La, Lu, Nd, Pr, Sc, Sm, 

Tb, Tm, Y and Yb.    

 

4.4. Results  

4.4.1. Geochemistry of intrusions 

Field and petrographic studies (Chapters 2 & 3) have been used to broadly classify 

the rocks from the SIC and MAIC into felsic, intermediate and mafic, for 

convenience. In this section, the characterization of these intrusive rocks is discussed 

on the basis of major and trace element behaviour. Extensive sodic-calcic alteration is 

commonly observed in the intrusive suites of the SIC and MAIC, as described in 

detail in the previous chapters (Chapters 2 & 3). The geochemistry of these rocks is 

strongly affected by this alteration, producing large variations in element 

concentrations, including major elements. The samples selected for geochemical 

analyses are well constrained in terms of petrography and so the role of alteration can 

be determined with a high degree of reliability. Only a limited number of altered 

rocks were studied using geochemistry to understand the likely role of element 

mobility in alteration. However, past work on this topic shows similar results which 

can be used for comparison (e.g. Oliver et. al., 2004).  

 

Before understanding the geochemical characteristics of the unaltered rocks, the 

geochemical changes due to alteration were identified using the isocon method 

(Grant, 1986). In the isocon method, multiplication factors are used for each element, 

which allows the easy discrimination of mobile and immobile elements that have 

large variations in concentration (e.g. 10% Al2O3 vs 150 ppm Zr). The isocons were 

determined by visual best fit to elements with likely low mobility during alteration. 
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Previous work on sodic-calcic alteration in the district (Oliver et. al., 2004) has 

demonstrated that the most robust immobile elements are Ti and Al ± Ga, Zr and Si. 

In addition, Y, La, Ce, Nb, and Nd are commonly immobile, and this is checked 

individually here (Fig. 4.1). Some of these elements suffer from ‘spikey-ness’ due to 

their low abundance and probable distribution in widely spaced accessory minerals 

(especially Zr, Y), meaning that the sample size in some cases may have been 

insufficient to account for their irregular distribution. 

  

Four rock types affected by sodic and sodic-calcic alteration along with their 

unaltered equivalents from the SIC and MAIC are compared in figures 4.1A-D to 

determine the elemental exchange during alteration. The results from the isocon 

analysis show that the mass changes of specific elements are consistent for most 

altered samples from both igneous complexes; however a limited number of elements 

show substantial variations. The overall mass change determined from the isocons is 

approximately zero (isocon slope = 1). This means that reported element abundances 

in weight % or ppm for hydrothermally immobile elements can be potentially used 

for igneous geochemistry study without any numerical adjustment for a total mass 

change (i.e. no bulk dilation or dissolution).  

 

In both the SIC and MAIC intrusions, Al and Si remain immobile even in the 

intensely altered rocks. In intermediate altered rocks, Na was added and K, Rb, Ca, V, 

Pb, Sc and Ba were lost; however the changes vary from slight to large amounts 

depending on alteration intensity. A number of elements including Cr, Ni, Mg and Sr 

were consistently strongly depleted in altered intermediate rocks. Zr, Y and Ga were 

enriched in these altered rocks, which is probably due to spike effects related to broad  
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Figure 4.1: Isocon plots (after Grant, 1986) comparing rocks affected by Na-Ca 

alteration with their unaltered equivalents. The first three figures represent element 

mass variations in the MAIC and the last one, the SIC.  A, B & C: Least and intensely 

altered intermediate rocks; D: Least and moderately altered mafic rocks. The isocons 

are defined by the best fit between Ti, Si and Al, assuming in each case that these 

elements have remained immobile during alteration. Major elements are plotted as 

wt% and trace elements are plotted as ppm and multiplication factors are used for 

plotting each element. In intermediate rocks, Na was added and K, Rb, Ca, V, Pb, Sc 

and Ba were lost and in mafic rocks, Na shows slight enrichment and Zn, K, Rb, Cu 

and Mn show depletion. 

 

spacing in the original rocks of the accessory minerals containing these elements. The 

element mobility in altered mafic rocks was small compared to intermediate rocks 

and many elements were immobile. The common mobile elements in altered mafic 

rocks were Zn, K, Rb, Cu and Mn, which show depletion, and Na showing slight 

A B 

C D 
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enrichment. Elements like P, Mn, Th, Cu, Co and Nb were inconsistently enriched or 

depleted during intermediate rock alteration. U was detected only in SIC mafic rocks, 

which was weakly depleted by moderate alteration. These element variations in the 

SIC and MAIC rocks are consistent with the previous alteration studies (Oliver et. al., 

2004).  

  

Comparatively unaltered rocks were selected for geochemical discriminations based 

on petrography (chapter 3), mineral chemistry (chapter 5) and alteration chemistry 

(detailed above). These rocks were firstly studied using comparatively immobile 

elements like Si, Al, Fe and Ti. Zr, P, Y, Nb and Ga were also used as they show 

element associations with individual minerals (e.g. Zr associated with Zircon and P 

with apatite) and so the trends could be more reliable to interpret. These elements are 

also apparently immobile during moderate alteration, so geochemical interpretations 

in weakly altered rocks, using these elements, should be robust.  Other locally mobile 

elements (particularly Mg, Ca, Na and K) were used as supporting evidence in least 

altered rocks only. Representative major and trace element concentrations of altered 

and unaltered rocks from the SIC and MAIC are shown in Table 4.1 and the whole 

data set is presented in appendix 3.  

 

According to the total alkali vs silica classification of igneous rocks (Cox et. al., 

1979), the intrusive units of the SIC and MAIC are classified into five major groups 

including granites, alkali granites, granodiorites, syenodiorites and gabbros 

(Fig.4.2A). This terminology, together with the mafic-intermediate-felsic 

classification, is used through out the remainder of the thesis to discriminate various 

rock types. A rock classification based on alkalis may create uncertainties due to their 
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high mobility in alteration; however, comparatively fresh rocks were used to interpret 

the geochemistry to reduce the errors. In general, the granitoids appear to be I-type, 

having an aluminium saturation index >1.1 (Chappell and White, 1974 & 1984; Fig. 

4.2B) and showing flat to slightly increasing trends with increasing SiO2. The rocks 

also show A-type geochemical affinities (Whalen et. al., 1985; Pollard et. al., 1998; 

Mark, 1999 & 2001; Mark et. al., 2005) with high potassium, iron and magnesium 

concentrations and some of them having high Zr contents. In the classification 

diagrams of Maniar and Piccoli (1989), rocks from both the SIC and MAIC show a 

common peraluminous composition and they become more subaluminous with 

fractionation (Fig.4.3A). The mafic and intermediate rock units show a common 

alkaline composition in the SiO2 vs Na2O+K2O diagram (Irvine and Baragar, 1971), 

but the felsic rocks are exclusively subalkaline (Fig.4.3B).  

 

                                                                                           

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2A: Alkali versus silica classification of plutonic rocks (after Cox et. al., 

1979). The SIC rocks show compositions including granites, alkali granites, 

granodiorites, syenodiorites and gabbros; and MAIC contains syenodiorites and 

gabbros; 4.2B: Silica verses aluminum saturation plot by Chappell and White (1974) 

showing the high ASI of the SIC and MAIC rocks. 
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Location SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC SIC MAIC 
MAI

C 
MAIC MAIC 

Rock type Mafic Mafic 

Inter-

mediat

e 

Inter-

mediate 
Felsic Felsic Mafic Mafic 

Inter-

mediat

e 

Inter-

mediat

e 

Alteratio

n 

Unalt

. 
Alt. Unalt. Alt. Unalt. Alt. Unalt. Alt. Unalt. Alt. 

Sample JB1 
JB37

G 
JB82A 

JB37C/

M 

JB82

B 

JB37

B 

JB60B/

M 
JB63 JB60A JB64B 

SiO2 47.46 50.19 53.94 53.77 67.89 68.79 50.65 51.47 52.1 53.96 

TiO2 1.41 1.38 1.25 1.2 0.55 0.53 1.04 1.63 1 1.55 

Al2O3 15.26 17.64 15.5 15.94 14.59 14.75 13.55 15.3 14.71 15.94 

Fe2O3T 13.55 11.32 10.51 9.35 4.93 3.38 9.86 11.68 9.4 11.93 

MnO 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.04 0.04 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.08 

MgO 6.3 4.61 3.99 5.43 1.02 1.53 8.5 4.43 6.8 2.67 

CaO 7.74 5.58 6.3 5.18 2.61 2.49 8.72 6.46 8.55 4.6 

Na2O 3.67 5.3 3.5 6.22 4.18 7.62 3.31 3.98 3.63 7.38 

K2O 2.42 1.96 2.98 1.07 2.85 0.45 2.94 2.87 2.23 0.68 

P2O5 0.47 0.63 0.57 0.63 0.14 0.25 0.35 0.74 0.33 0.74 

SO3 0.02 0.02 bd 0.01 bd 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 

LOI 1.7 1.9 1.14 1.78 0.74 1.09 1.46 1.05 1.34 1.21 

Sc 29 28 21 21 4 8 27 23 23 19 

Ba 1028 954 1229 427 887 186 3019 965 2314 287 

Zr 97 295 334 175 344 182 183 275 210 444 

Ti 8525 8239 6847 7186 2834 2791 7620 9610 7513 8563 

V 310 232 189 220 61 64 220 218 235 176 

Cr 133 53 69 81 15 45 664 64 423 37 

Mn 1066 1002 979 1008 282 291 1519 1027 1477 551 

Co 61 47 61 39 51 31 105 55 88 40 

Ni 88 34 37 31 6 8 147 39 122 14 

Cu 100 52 44 4 3 33 42 54 46 81 

Zn 99 64 20 44 bd bd 40 76 65 6 

Ga 20 20 22 24 21 18 19 21 18 25 

As bd bd bd bd bd bd bd bd bd Bd 

Pb 28 24 20 10 13 bd 17 26 23 15 

Rb 86 71 114 24 101 15 136 118 93 35 

Sr 721 679 508 240 353 168 297 375 439 155 

Y bd bd 39 57 34 bd bd bd 30 66 

Nb bd bd 30 39 27 bd bd bd 17 69 

Th 2 6 21 24 72 19 12 15 17 15 

U 2 2 5 4 8 2 bd 3 bd 10 

La 49.3 78.8 94.7 81.9 105 32.9 52.6 65.3 57.5 77.7 

Ce 95.1 154 177 185 174 66.2 111 132 115 168 

Table 4.1: Representative element concentration in the SIC and MAIC rocks. Major 

elements are in wt% and traces in ppm. No felsic rocks from the MAIC were analyzed 

due to high amounts of alteration. The whole data is in Appendix 3.1. 
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Figure: 4.3A: Al2O3/ (CaO+Na2O+K2O) vs Al2O/ (Na2O+K2O) plot after Maniar and Piccoli 

(1989); displaying peraluminous character of the rocks of the SIC and MAIC; 4.3B: SiO2 vs 

Na2O+K2O after Irvin and Baragar (1971); alkaline and subalkaline discrimination 

diagram; 4.3C: Y vs Nb tectonic discrimination diagram after Pearce et. al., 1984.;VAG-

Volcanic arc granite, Syn COLG-syn collisional granite, WPG-Within plate granite and 

ORG-Oceanic ridge granite; 4.3D: Nb+Y vs Rb tectonic discrimination diagram after Pearce 

et. al., 1984; 4.3E: SiO2 vs K2O after Le Maitre (1989); showing high K nature of the SIC 

and MAIC rocks. In figures 4.3C & 4.3D, only granitic rocks are used, as these 

discrimination diagrams are specifically for felsic rocks. 
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The majority of the granitic rocks were plotted in the Within Plate Granite (WPA) 

field of Pearce et. al., (1984) (Fig.4.3C & 4.3D) and showed high potassium 

concentrations. In particular, the felsic rock units have very high K contents 

according to Le Maitre 1989 (Fig.4.3E) and this high K is considered to be a primary 

feature as the unaltered samples show high K contents and linear correlations with 

SiO2 (Fig.4.5D). Previous studies in the MAIC also reported the occurrence of high K 

rich granitoids (Dare, 1995; Wyborn, 1998; Mark, 1999).  

 

4.4.2. Major and trace element chemistry  

The rocks studied from the SIC and MAIC range from about 45 to 75 wt % SiO2; in 

which the mafic rocks typically contain 45.7 to 51.5 %, the intermediate intrusions 

between 52.1 and 63.6 % and felsic rocks from 67.9 to 75.5 %. In SiO2 Harker 

variation diagrams (Harker, 1909), the Saxby rocks show abundant mafic and felsic 

compositions and the Mt. Angelay rocks show common intermediate compositions 

(Fig. 4.4 & 4.5).  

 

In general, the rock units show a progressive depletion of MgO, Fe2O3, CaO, Ti, 

MnO, P2O5, V, and Sc with increasing SiO2 (Fig.4.4A-F & 4.5A&B). Some elements 

like Na2O, K2O and Th appeared to be increasing with SiO2 enrichment; however 

they show significant scatter in the data (Fig.4.5C, D & E). Al2O3 vs SiO2 trend has a 

change in slope with fairly consistent Al2O3 with varying SiO2  in mafic rocks, then 

decreasing Al2O3 at around 60 wt% SiO2 (Fig.4.5F). Trace elements like Zr and Nb 

show bell shaped trends with SiO2 (Fig.4.5G & H).  
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Figure: 4.4: Major and trace element Harker diagrams for rock units within the SIC 

and MAIC showing decreasing abundances as silica increases. 4.4A: SiO2-MgO, 

4.4B: SiO2-Fe2O3, 4.4C: SiO2-CaO, 4.4D: SiO2-Ti; 4.4E: SiO2-MnO, 4.4F: SiO2-

P2O5. The samples show a continuous fractional crystallization trend from gabbros to 

syenodiorites, with a gap that separates the granites. 
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Figure: 4.5: Harker variation diagrams showing magmatically controlled 

partitioning of alkalis, Th, Zr and Nb. The samples show a continuous fractional 

crystallization trend from gabbros to syenodiorites, with a gap that separates the 

granites, which is very clear in figure 4.5G. Symbols as same as figure 4.4. 4.5A: 

SiO2- V; 4.5B: SiO2- Sc; 4.5C: SiO2-Na2O; 4.5D: SiO2-K2O; 4.5E: SiO2-Th; 4.5F: 

SiO2-Al2O3; 4.5G: SiO2-Zr; 4.5H: SiO2-Nb.  
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4.4.3. Spider diagrams 

When plotted on primitive mantle normalized spider diagrams, the mafic and 

intermediate rock units show REE patterns different from felsic rocks (Fig. 4.6A). 

The mafic and intermediate rocks have steep, negatively sloping LREE patterns, 

moderate, negatively sloping middle REE patterns and flat HREE patterns; while the 

felsic rocks show steep, negatively sloping LREE patterns, flat middle REE patterns 

and moderate, positively sloping HREE patterns. Negative Eu anomalies are common 

in all the rock types, and are appear to be more pronounced in more evolved samples.  

 

In multi element spider diagrams, a negative Nb anomaly is observed irrespective of 

rock type (Fig. 4.6B) and the magnitude of the Nb anomaly decreases from mafic to 

intermediate intrusions. Th, Y and Zr concentrations are high in intermediate rocks 

compared to mafic rocks and elements like Ba, La, Ce, Sr, P and Ti show depletion. 

The element signatures of felsic intrusions are different, with large variations in the 

concentration of elements, particularly, Th, U, Pb, Sr, P and Ti.  

 

4.5. Discussion  

These geochemical data suggest different origins for the less voluminous mafic-

intermediate rocks and abundant felsic intrusions of the SIC and MAIC. The results 

are in agreement with the field observations (see Chapter 2), mineral chemical (see 

chapter 5) and fluid inclusion studies (see chapter 6). The differences in proportions 

of mafic-intermediate intrusions and felsic intrusions also suggest that they may have 

originated from different igneous processes (chapter 2). At the current exposure 

surface, the relatively small occurrences of exposed mafic and intermediate intrusions 

appear insufficient to reasonably have produced the voluminous felsic intrusions by 
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Figure: 4.6A: Representative Rare Earth Element spider diagram normalized to 

primitive mantle for the rock units of the SIC and MAIC. Negative Eu anomalies are 

common in all the rocks; however the mafic and felsic rocks give different patterns. 

The gabbros and syenodiorites follow the same trend with steep, negatively sloping 

LREE patterns, moderate, negatively sloping middle REE patterns and flat HREE 

patterns, and granites show steep, negatively sloping LREE patterns, flat middle REE 

patterns and moderate, positively sloping HREE patterns. 4.6B: Multi element 

diagram normalized to primitive mantle for the rock units of the SIC and MAIC. Nb 

anomaly is more pronounced in all rock types. The gabbros and syenodiorites show 

similar trends with minor element variation and granites show different patterns.  
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fractional crystallization, as the volume of basaltic material necessary to produce 

granitic melts is should be equal to or greater than the volume of granitic melt 

produced (Burnham, 1979). The chances of occurrence of high volume of mafic rocks 

at depth cannot be completely ignored; however, mixing and mingling between the 

intermediate and felsic magma in many parts of the SIC (see Chapter 2) suggests 

simultaneous emplacement of essentially different plutons, most likely produced by 

different degrees of partial melting or from different sources, rather than being related 

by fractional crystallization of one magma series. This distinction is also supported by 

the detail of the geochemical variations outlined above (e.g. Fig. 4.5G).  

 

4.5.1. Variations in major and trace elements 

The major and trace elements from the SIC and MAIC show trends typically 

controlled by the whole rock SiO2 content and are probably influenced by fractional 

crystallization of clinopyroxenes, hornblende, magnetite, apatite, biotite, plagioclase, 

alkali feldspar and quartz and/or by their variable presence in the source region. The 

Harker plots also suggest that the rocks with the highest and lowest silica contents are 

typically associated with the SIC and those with intermediate silica percentages are 

mostly in the MAIC. However, the MAIC also contains abundant felsic intrusions, 

which could not be analysed geochemically due to high intensity of alteration and 

weathering and consequent difficulties in sampling.  

 

The silica concentrations of various intrusive rocks from the SIC and MAIC range 

from about 45 to 75 wt% of SiO2, but they show a prominent gap in between 62.6 and 

67.9 wt% SiO2. The linear, continuous trends on figures 4.4 & 4.5 suggest that the 

intermediate rocks were derived by fractional crystallization from the mafic rocks. 
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However, the felsic rocks are exclusively subalkaline (Fig.4.3B), with compositional 

gaps from the mafic and intermediate rocks, suggesting, along with the field data, 

they may not be genetically related to the more mafic rocks.  

 

The trends of high field strength elements (HFSE) with little hydrothermal mobility 

are widely used to explain magmatic processes (Rollinson, 1993). Elements like Zr 

and Nb are often strongly controlled by individual minerals like zircon and rutile 

respectively, and so their geochemical trends may give more precise results about 

crystallization history. In the Harker variation diagrams of Zr and Nb, a 

compositional gap is very prominent and that separates the patterns into a continuous 

crystallization trend from mafic rocks to intermediates and a separate cluster of felsic 

intrusions (Fig.4.5G & H). Field observations suggest that this is not a problem 

associated with sample bias, as the only igneous rocks observed and not sampled 

were granites from the MAIC which have an appearance similar to those of the Saxby 

Granite. This leads to the important conclusion that the composite igneous intrusions 

of Williams batholith are products of different magmatic processes and/or magma 

sources.  

 

More specific evidence regarding the differences in magmatic evolution of the two 

rock groups are also obtained from other bivariate plots and REE patterns. In general, 

the mafic and intermediate rock units show a progressive depletion of MgO, Fe2O3, 

CaO, MnO, Ti, P2O5, V, and Sc with increasing SiO2 (Fig. 4.4A-F & 4.5A&B), which 

probably represent fractional crystallisation process. The trends of major elements 

like Ti, Al and Fe are very reliable as they are comparatively immobile during 

alteration; however many other elements including Mg, Ca, Mn, V and Sc also show 
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similar trends relative to SiO2 and each other, consistent with the relatively minor 

alteration that has affected them (Fig. 4.1). The early removal of these elements 

during fractionation, especially Fe, Mg, Ca and Mn, is commonly related to the 

crystallization of augite and hornblende, followed by plagioclase and biotite. The 

decrease in Sc and V with increasing SiO2 (Fig. 4.5A & B) is attributed to minor 

substitutions into magnetite and ferromagnesian minerals, especially hornblende, with 

Sc having similar geochemistry to magnesium and iron (Fig. 4.7A & B), and V 

showing similar geochemical properties to iron (Fig. 4.7C). The general pattern of 

decreasing Sc with increasing Rb (Fig. 4.7D) for a number of rock units also supports 

the contention that these elements were fractionated during magma evolution. 

 

Apatite is a common mineral in the mafic and intermediate rocks, but is rarely found 

in felsic intrusions (see Chapter 3). The decreasing trend of P2O5 vs SiO2 (Fig. 4.4F) 

is thought to represent the loss of apatite from the melt by crystallization. Mafic rocks 

with P2O5 contents of about 1 wt% represent a source very enriched in phosphorus.  

 

Na2O, K2O and Th, increase somewhat irregularly with SiO2 enrichment. The 

considerable scatter in the data is interpreted to be due to minor alteration (Fig. 4.1 & 

Fig.4.5C, D & E). 

 

The similarities in the geochemistry of Rb and Ba with potassium is due to similar 

ionic sizes and these elements subsequently commonly substitute for K
+
 ions during 

the fractionation of potassium bearing minerals (Gill, 1991; Fig.4.7E & F). They are 

most likely affected by the removal or addition of biotite and alkali feldspar by 

crystallization.  
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Minor inflections in Harker plots may represent different processes such as crystal 

fractionation or mixing. For example, in a fractional crystallization suite, variations in 

gradients on Harker plots between intermediate and felsic rocks are often reported, 

which coincide with K-feldspar fractionation. In the SIC and MAIC rocks, such 

inflections are not observed, representing a smooth fractional crystallization history 

from mafic to intermediate rocks. The prominent gap between felsic rocks and the 

mafic to intermediate fractionation trends together with the absence for the evidences 

of K-feldspar fractionation suggest different magma sources for those rocks. The 

change in the slope of the Al2O3 vs SiO2 trend at around 60 wt% SiO2 (Fig.4.5F) can 

be rationalized to coincide with the first appearance of biotite. 

 

4.5.2. Variations in REE patterns 

The Rare Earth Elements (REE) are considered to be the least soluble trace elements 

and are relatively immobile during low grade metamorphism, weathering and 

hydrothermal alteration (Rollinson, 1993). So even in slightly altered rocks, the REE 

patterns can be interpreted with confidence. In REE, the ratio of a pair of highly 

incompatible elements, whose bulk partition coefficients are very similar, do not vary 

in the course of fractional crystallization (Rollinson, 1993). Thus the slope of a 

correlation line of two such highly incompatible elements gives the ratio of the 

concentration of the elements in the source and any variation in the ratio reflects 

heterogeneity in the source resulting from source mixing or contamination (Rollinson, 

1993). Figures 4.8A, B & C represent trace elements of nearly similar incompatibility 

plotted against SiO2 and the smooth trends in mafic and intermediate rocks represent 

a consistent fractional crystallization history; that of felsic intrusions shows a separate 

signature.  
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Rare earth elements are often helpful to determine the role of certain minerals in the 

source regions and crystallization history of magmas. For example, La, Yb and Dy 

are commonly used to understand the role of garnet and amphibole in magma 

evolution (Davidson et. al., 2007). Garnet incorporates heavy REE while amphibole 

preferentially incorporates middle REEs over heavy REEs. As a consequence, while 

La/Yb increases during garnet and amphibole fractionation, garnet fractionation will 

simultaneously increase Dy/Yb, but amphibole fractionation will decrease Dy/Yb 

(Macpherson et. al., 2006). La/Yb and Dy/Yb vs SiO2 plots of the Saxby and Mt. 

Angelay rocks are consistent with significant hornblende fractionation with the 

evolution of mafic magma (Fig. 4.8D & E).          

 

Eu
2+

 substitutes for calcium in plagioclases during fractional crystallization and the 

strong depletion in Eu in the primitive mantle normalized spider diagrams (Fig. 4.6A) 

is mainly controlled by plagioclases. Plagioclase is one of the major minerals 

identified in all the SIC and MAIC rock types and the increase in magnitude of the 

negative Eu anomaly together with a decrease in Ca and Sr with SiO2 from mafics to 

intermediate rocks indicates that plagioclase fractionation was a dominant process 

that continued with magma evolution. To a lesser extent hornblende and pyroxenes 

may also contribute to a Eu anomaly in magma, although in the opposite sense to that 

of the plagioclases, which explains the relatively small Eu depletion of mafic rocks 

compared to evolved rocks. 
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Figure: 4.8: Partitioning of Rare Earth Elements with magma evolution showing 

perfect fractional crystallization and significant amphibole fractionation in the mafic 

magma evolution. 4.8A: SiO2-La/Ce; 4.8B: SiO2-Ho/Y; 4.8C: SiO2-Dy/Er; 4.8D: 

SiO2-La/Yb; 4.8E: SiO2-Dy/Yb. 
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REE related to LREE is more likely linked with hornblende fractionation (Ulmer et. 

al., 1983; Kagami et. al., 1991). The felsic rock units are more depleted in LREE and 

Eu, and enriched in HREE relative to mafic and intermediate rocks, which suggests 

that HREE bearing minerals (e.g. pyroxene and hornblende) many not have been part 

of the fractional crystallization of felsic rocks. However, the slight HREE enrichment 

of felsic rocks suggests the small occurrence of pyroxene at the source region (Mark, 

1999). This is also confirmed by the rare occurrence of ferromagnesian minerals in 

felsic intrusions (see chapter 3).     

 

Apatite preferentially incorporates the middle REE, except Eu, and the removal of 

apatite could reduce the concentration of the middle REE (Eby, 1984) and increase in 

the Eu content of the melt, which is dominantly observed in the mafic and 

intermediate rock spider diagrams. The relatively flat middle REE patterns of the 

felsic rocks (Fig. 4.6A) may correlate with the absence of apatite at the felsic magma 

source. This piece of evidence is also supported by petrographic observations (see 

chapter 3).   

 

Field studies have noticed the presence of ‘spotty gabbros’ in the SIC with regularly 

distributed coarse phenocrysts of biotite, amphibole and plagioclase. Because there 

were no obvious outcrop-scale variations in the distribution of these ‘spots’, the 

preliminary interpretation for the origin of this rock type is one of a contaminated 

source, rather than mixing/contamination during emplacement (see Chapter 2). The 

REE patterns of spotty gabbros are slightly different from that of the other mafic 

rocks, with more depleted elements (Fig. 4.9). The high depletion in middle and 

heavy REE compared to other mafic rocks may relate to the formation of amphibole 
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and plagioclase phenocrysts during the early stages of crystallization, but no clear 

evidence for a contaminated source is identified. The presence of such phenocrysts 

may thus be due to a slightly longer residence time of this magma batch at depth 

relative to other mafic rocks, to allow the phenocrysts to grow, prior to emplacement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.9: Rare Earth Element diagram normalized to primitive mantle for gabbros 

and spotty gabbros. The depletion in middle and heavy REE of spotty gabbros 

compare to other gabbros may be related to the crystallization of amphiboles and 

plagioclase phenocrysts within them.   

 

4.5.3. Variations in multi element patterns 

Like major and trace element plots, and REE patterns, the primitive mantle 

normalized multi element diagrams are suggestive of different magma sources for 

mafic and felsic intrusions. Nb anomalies (Fig. 4.6B) are observed in all intrusions, 

which are mostly associated with iron and the strong Nb depletion in mafic rocks 

suggests high iron concentration in the source region. The element patterns also 

suggest an increase in Th, Y and Zr concentrations and decrease in Ba, La, Ce, Sr, P 

and Ti with magma evolution. Compared to mafic and intermediate rocks, felsic rocks 

show large element variations, which support a distinctive origin. The Y undepleted 
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nature of the Saxby and Mt. Angelay intrusive rocks suggests absence of garnet in 

both the mafic and felsic source region (Mark, 1999).   

 

4.5.4. Implications for source regions 

Different magmatic source signatures for the mafic and felsic intrusions are apparent 

in this dataset. The primitive mantle normalized diagrams suggest that Cloncurry 

intrusions are potassium rich with Y-undepleted and Eu and Sr depleted nature. In 

mafic and intermediate intrusions, the decrease in CaO, Nb, Sr, Sc, V and TiO2 with 

increasing SiO2, together with systematically varying negative Eu anomalies, 

suggests that fractional crystallisation of plagioclase and amphibole were prominent 

processes involved in the formation of the intermediate rocks from mafic magmas. 

REE patterns and varying Mg and Fe contents also suggest that this mafic source was 

enriched in pyroxenes, amphiboles, apatite and titanite and depleted in garnet. The 

felsic plutons show distinct patterns with strong depletion in Eu, Sr, P and Ti, which 

support a crustal source, more likely depleted in garnet, titanite, apatite, pyroxenes 

and/or amphiboles, and enriched in plagioclases. Further more, the strong negative 

Nb anomalies of the felsic rocks may also be an indicator of crustal involvement in 

their formation (Rollinson, 1993). 

 

Previous researchers suggested mantle and crustal derived sources for the respective 

mafic and felsic Cloncurry intrusions based on various geochemical, seismic and 

isotopic studies (Mitchell, 1993; cf. Ramo and Haapala, 1995; Creaser, 1995; Goleby 

et. al., 1996; Goncharov et. al., 1997; Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999; Wyborn, 

1998; Mark, 2001 and references therein). Even though the geochemical results 

obtained during this research do not give any direct evidences for these proposed 
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source regions, separate mantle and crustal derived origin is strongly supported for 

the two magma compositional groups.  

 

The presence of intrusive rocks with arc-like signatures within the SIC and MAIC 

were suggested by Betts and Giles (2006) and they place the Eastern succession in a 

‘distal back-arc’ association in which magma generation may have occurred in a 

setting many 100s of kilometres from an arc, but was ultimately influenced by the 

plate boundary processes. Oliver et. al., (2008) similarly proposed that early arc 

retreat, leaving altered lithospheric mantle, followed by renewed melting due to 

thickening and long-lived deeper mantle perturbation, could explain the local arc-like 

geochemical features but predominance of rifted continental crust, away from the 

plate boundary. However, the results of this study do not give any direct evidence for 

arc magmatism in the SIC and MAIC. Considering field and geochemical evidences it 

is suggested that the remelting of original mantle derived magmas, possibly with an 

arc derivation, in a rifted continental setting were responsible for the younger mafic 

intrusions of Cloncurry; and the melting of lower crust due to this heat source (or 

high velocity zone) might have generated the homogenous felsic intrusions. 

 

4.5.5. Relationship with mineralization 

In Proterozoic IOCG terrains, a close spatial and temporal association of granitoid 

intrusion with widespread sodic-calcic alteration is common, and the intrusions and 

alteration features are broadly contemporaneous with mineralization. The presence of 

abundant iron oxides in the intrusions is another significant feature (Barton & 

Johnson, 2004; Williams et. al., 2005). The intrusions of the Cloncurry district show 

all these characteristics, and many ore deposits (e.g. Ernest Henry) were formed 
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synchronous with the younger phases of Williams and Naraku Batholiths (Oliver et. 

al., 2004). Although these intrusions do not host any of these deposits, magmatic-

hydrothermal magnetites are hosted within some of them (e.g. Lightning Creek). 

These younger intrusions are generally I-types, also with A-type geochemical 

affinities (this study; Whalen et. al., 1985; Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999 & 2001; 

Mark et. al., 2005) and Wyborn et. al., (1992) highlighted the metallogenic 

significance of these rocks. Many IOCG deposits around the world also suggest the 

association of similar I-to A-type magmas with IOCG mineralization (Brookstrom, 

1977; Frietsch, 1978; Hildebrand, 1986; Wyborn, et. al., 1987; Sillitoe, 1988; Johnson 

and Cross, 1991; Knutson et. al., 1992; Haynes, et. al., 1995; Blevin and Chappell, 

1995; Heithersay and Walshe, 1995; Muller and Groves, 1993 & 1995; Menard, 

1995).   

 

In the SIC and MAIC rocks, Fe, Cu, Zn and Ni contents broadly decrease with 

fractional crystallization from mafic to intermediate (Fig. 4.10A-C & 4.4B). If these 

elements behave (at least partly) incompatibly with respect to the magma fractional 

crystallization, vapour saturation may explain the proposed magmatic ore components 

in the IOCG deposits (see Chapter 8). Evidence for mantle components to some of the 

ores are also derived from halogen studies in the Ernest Henry deposit (Kendrick et. 

al., 2007a) and many people also suggested the involvement of mafic rocks in ore 

formation (Wyborn et. al., 1987; Pollard et. al., 1998; Mark, 1999; Oliver et. al., 

2008). The metal enrichment of mafic intrusions from the SIC and MAIC can also 

relate to the ore fluids. For example, leaching of the mafic rocks by circulating 

hydrothermal fluids may also provide a source of components with magmatic isotope 

signals (e.g. Oliver et. al., 2008). More lines of evidence for magma volatile 
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conditions and magmatic components in the ores are explained in the following 

chapters. The different magmatic origin for felsic intrusions can be observed in the 

SiO2 vs. Cu plot (Fig. 4.10A), in which the felsic intrusions show typically distinct, 

low Cu values, which do not follow the fractionation trend. This may also imply that 

the highly evolved felsic intrusions were not important for the economic metal budget 

of IOCG genesis (see Chapters 5 and 6), unlike the proposition of several previous 

studies (e.g. Wyborn, 1998).   
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Figure: 4.10: Variations in metals with magma evolution. The Cu, Zn and Ni contents 

of gabbros show high concentrations and with fractional crystallization, these 

elements continuously partitioned into the melt. As a result, the syenodiorites show 

very less metal contents. 4.10A: SiO2- Cu; 4.10B: SiO2- Zn; 4.10C: SiO2- Ni. Symbols 

as same as in Fig. 4.8.  
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4.6. Conclusions 

The geochemical variations in the SIC and MAIC rocks are explained based on 

various element patterns, particularly those defined by the elements determined to be 

immobile during wide-spread sodic-calcic alteration. The immobile elements include 

Si, Al, and to some extent Fe and Ti. Conversely, the alteration has enriched the Na 

contents of intrusions and depleted elements like K, Ca, Rb, Sr, Zn and Ba. Some 

elements including Mg, V, Ni, Cr, Pb and Sc show depletion with intense alteration, 

and Th, Cu, Co and Mn are inconsistently enriched or depleted during alteration. 

However, fresh and weakly altered rocks show good igneous trends for almost all 

elements except some alkalis (especially Na and K). 

 

The intrusive rocks of the SIC and MAIC include mafic (gabbros), felsic (granites & 

alkali granites) and intermediate (syenodiorites) varieties, which are commonly K-

rich with showing A-type geochemical affinities. The mafic rocks are typically 

alkaline and peraluminous, and they become more subaluminous with fractionation to 

syenodiorite; whereas the felsic intrusions are subaluminous and subalkaline. The 

Harker variation diagrams and other bivariate plots for major and trace elements, 

together with primitive mantle normalized diagrams, suggest mantle derived sources 

for mafic intrusions and crustal sources for felsic intrusions of the SIC and MAIC. 

The major and trace element patterns show the formation of intermediate rocks by 

continuous fractionation of mafic magmas and a distinct origin for felsic intrusions. 

These observations are also supported by REE patterns and multiple element patterns, 

which show a more mafic, mantle derived source, enriched in ferro-magnesian 

minerals, plagioclase and apatite for the formation of mafic intrusions. Felsic 
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intrusions had a crustal origin enriched in plagioclases and minor ferro-magnesian 

minerals without any apatite. Garnet was apparently absent in both source regions.  

 

In summary, fractional crystallization and different magma sources played major 

roles in the generation of different rock types in the SIC and MAIC intrusions and 

magmatic geochemistry is highly influenced by the source region and the process of 

alteration. The understanding of various magmatic processes of the SIC and MAIC 

together with field and petrographic results will help to distinguish the magmatic fluid 

evolution trends obtained from mineral chemical and fluid inclusion results, and the 

role of intrusions in IOCG ore genesis, which will be discussed in detail in the 

coming chapters.  
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